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Abstract

The role of the scientist in the courtroom has come under more scrutiny this century

than ever before. As a conseguence, scientists must constantly look for ways to

improve the validity of the evidence they deliver. It is here that the professional

statistician can provide assistance. The use of statistics in the courtroom and in

forensic science is not new, but until recently has not been corlmon either. Statistics

cem provide objectivity to subjective assessments and strengthen a case for the

prosecution or the defence, but only if is used correctly.

The aim of this thesis is to enhance and replace the existing technology used in

statistical analysis and presentation of trace evidence, i.e. all non-genetic evidence

(hairs, fibres, glass, paint, etc.) and transfer problems.
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Preface

The role of the scientist in the courtroom has come under more scrutiny this century

than ever before. As a consequence, scientists must constantly look for ways to

improve the validity of the evidence they deliver. It is here that the professional

statistician can provide assistance. The use of statistics in the courtroom and in

forensic science is not new, but until recently has not been common either. Statistics

can provide objectivity to subjective assessments and strengthen a case for the

prosecution or the defence, but only if it is used correctly. The field of forensic science

contains vast untapped and exciting opportunities for the professional statistician.

Some fields have been studied extensively, such as DNA and glass, but there exist

many more areas that have yet to be explored.

The aim of this thesis is to enhance and replace the existing technology used in

statistical analysis and presentation of trace evidence, i.e. all non-genetic evidence

(hairs, fibres, glass, paint, etc.) and transfer problems. Although the material in this

thesis concentrates solely on problems related to glass, the technology and ideas are

easily transferred to any type of evidence in forensic science.

The thesis is arranged into nine chapters, the fust seven dealing with a particular

problem area in the statistical analysis of glass evidence. The first chapter provides an

up-to-date summary of the physical techniques used in forensic laboratories for the

analysis of glass samples.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature of previous and current statistical treatments of

forensic glass evidence, concentrating mostly on the work of Dr. Ian Evett of the

Forensic Science Service, a major pioneer in this field. Dr. Evett's past work laid the

foundations for the use of statistics h the analysis of trace evidence, and his current
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work is a valuable contribution to the field. The material in Chapter 2 has been

published previously in the Proceedings of the A.C. Aitken Centenary Conference Il].

Chapter 3 deals with the properties of significance tests. Computer simulation is

used extensively to examine the behaviour of these significance tests under specific

forensic conditions. Based

recommendations are made

the simulated and theoretical results obtained,

anyone who proposes to use these tests in their

analyses.

Chapter 4 deals with the problem of grouping. This problem arises from the

possibility that a sample of glass recovered from a suspect may have come from one or

more sources. The method developed by Triggs and Curran in Chapter 4 has appeared

in Forensic Science International l2l, and an extended report has been published in the

University of Auckland Department of Statistics Technical Reporr Series [3]

The first half of chapter 5 introduces the idea of significance testing into the

interpretation of elemental concentration data from forensic glass data. The techniques

used in this chapter can be used for any trace evidence that has discriminating chemical

properties. The second half of chapter 5 extends the continuous Bayesian approach to

the analysis of forensic glass data to the multivariate elemental concentration problem.

The research in chapter 5 has been provisionally accepted for publication in the official

publication of the Forensic Science Society, Science and Justice, due to appear in

1997.

Chapter 6 applies the methodology of graphical modelling to the subject of

assessing transfer probabilities. This approach, first used for assessing fibre evidence by

Dr. Evett, has provided some of the pe5t lealistic distributions of transfer probabilities

ever seen (Pers. Comm. J. Buckleton, 1996). This chapter has also been written up for

publication and has been submitted to Science and Justice.

on
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Chapter 7 extends the evaluation of the grouping method of Triggs and Curran

[2,3] to a Bayesian context. The continuous Bayesian approach to the interpretation of

glass evidence is extended for situations where more than one group of glass is

present. The behaviour of the analysis is then examined with respect to three grouping

situations. Based on the results of this chapter, recommendations for the inclusion of

grouping information in a Bayesian analysis are made.

A major part of this Ph.D. project has been to provide easy to use software for the

analysis of glass evidence. The chapter eight of this thesis is a brief introduction to the

software written for this purposer STAG. The style in chapter 8 is markedly different

than that used in previous chapters, mainly because it is intended for a different

audience. Chapter 8 has appeared previously in conjunction with Technical Appendix

l, the formal prograrnme description for srAG, as an ESR technical report.

Chapter 9 summarises the advances that have been made in this research and

outlines the directions for some future research.

The list of people I wish to thank is constrained by physical page space and so I

must be brief. Thanks fustly to my supervisors, Dr. Chris Triggs and Dr. John

Buckleton for their continued enthusiasm and support; to ESR for the scholarship, and

to all those in the ESR Physical Evidence Unit for their friendship and willingness ro

help; to Dr' Ross Ihaka who saved me countless hours of programming various

distribution functions by letting me bonow his code; to Werner Schmidt; Andrew

Balemi, Alain Vandal, and John Pearson for their nefarious friendships; and last but not

least my wife Karin for putting up with me.

James Curran, l6 December 1996.



I fntroduction

If a window or some other glass object is broken some tiny fragments of glass may

be transferred to the breaker's clothing. If this glass source is broken during the

commission of a crime, then these fragments of glass may be used in evidence. When a

suspect is apprehended his (studies show 887o of criminal cases where glass is broken

involve males of the ages of 16-30 [4]) clothing and his footwear is confiscated and he

is asked to comb his hair over a piece of paper. These items are transferred to a

forensic laboratory and they are examined for fragments of glass. A sample of glass

fragments is also taken from the crime scene source.

Laboratory analysis of the glass consists of examining some of the physical

properties of glass, such as density, thickness and colour. In most cases involving glass

evidence however, the fragments are very small, and thus the characteristics typically

examined in modern laboratories are the refractive index andy'or the concentrations of

selected trace elements. Refractive index calibrates the way that light bends when it

passes through glass. More formally if

Incoming light ray

Glass mediurn,

Figure l-1. Refractive index

6, is the angle of incidence and 6* is the angle of refraction then the refractive index

(RI) is defined by Snell's law,



*'=#=*

where Voru and Vo, are the velocities of Iight in glass and air respectively. In a

forensic laboratory the RI is determined with a Glass Refractive Index Measurer

(GRIM or GRIM II). GRIM uses an oil immersion test developed by Ojena and De

Forest [5] with phase contrast microscopy to determine the RI.

When a fragment of glass is immersed in silicone oil of known refractive index

properties, at a temperature above its match temperature, and is examined under a

microscope with a strong light source, then a corona eflect is observed around the

edges ofthe glass.

The temperature of the oil bath is lowered using a Mettler Hot Stage. As the

temperature of the oil bath approaches the "match temperature" the glass becomes less

visible, and is invisible at the match temperature. Once the oil temperature is below the

match temperature the corona line'teverses", i.e. the corona is now on the inside edge

of the glass fragment rather than the outside. GzuM uses a video carnera, a photo-

multiplier and a computer to resolve the contrast between the edge and the corona into

a grey scale image. The user positions a square cursor on the video image of the

microscope view on an edge of a fragment. The camera is rotated so that the edge runs

north to south with respect to the cursor. The edge should have a strong, clearly

defrned corona along its outside. GRIM then lowers the temperature and records the

temperature at which the light level begins to decrease and the temperature at which

the light level begins to increase again. GRIM generates a curve that relates the

amount of light in the square to the temperature. This curve can be thought of as a

parabola.
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Figure l-2. Contrast vs. Temperature

The relative convexity, or steepness, of this parabola corresponds to an "edge count".

A high edge count coffesponds to good ability to reproduce the match temperature

measurement, and a low edge count corresponds to poor ability to reproduce the

match temperature measurement. If the parabola is very steep, then the edge count is

high (close to 99). On the other hand if the parabola is very shallow, then the edge

count is low (close to zero). Foster and Freeman, the manufacturers of GRM, suggesr

that if GRIM returns an edge count of 10 or less, then the rneasurement should be

rejected, and another measurement be taken on a different edge. The minimum of the

parabola corresponds to a match temperature. In general, glass fragments with thick

perpendicular edges give better edge counts than fragments with thin o'knife" edges.

This process is repeated with heating rather than cooling, and the average of the

cooling and heating match temperatures is taken as the match temperature. The match

10
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temperature is converted to a refractive index measurement using a calibration line

calculated from known standards. Most forensic laboratories recalculate this

calibration line as part of their quality assurance programmes and also when they

receive a new bottle of silicone oil.

Differences in chemical composition, manufacture and handling allow the R[ to be

used as a measure of discrimination between sources of glass. Surveys of observed RI's

in casework [6] where the control mean was known to match the recovered mean

show that the relative frequency of an R[ can range from 0.04Vo to ITVo. Typical

match RI's have a percentage frequency of between one percent and three percent.

Researchers have shown that the concentrations of trace elements in a fragrnent of

glass have good discrimination properties t7-101. The instrumental methods available

to forensic scientists are many: Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AA), Inductively

Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP/AES), Scanning Electron

Microscopy with Energy Dispersive detectors (SEIWEDX), Wavelength Dispersive

Fluorescence (XRF), Total Reflection Fluorescence (TXRF)' Neurron Activation

Analysis, and Inductively Coupled Plasma Inorganic Mass Spectrometry [Cp/lvIS).

For a comprehensive description of these methods see Almirall [l l].

1l
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2.1

statistical interpretation of forensic glass evidence

The Status Quo

Use of statistical methods for interpretation of trace evidence (hairs, fibres, glass,

tool marks, paint etc.) in forensic laboratories is not widespread and in general it has

been largely ignored or received with scepticism by the forensic community. This

situation, however, is changing. Lawyers and forensic scientists alike have seen how

statistics can be used to interpret DNA evidence [12], and how powerful the results

can be. This change has prompted the forensic community to recognise the substantial

advantages that statistics has to offer in the analysis of trace evidence [13,14].

Traditional evaluation of forensic trace evidence has relied on a match/non-match

approach and it is the desire to assess the strength of the match that has driven

traditional interpretation techniques. With the introduction of a Bayesian approach, the

focus is slowly shifting to a more relevant intelpretation of the evidence based on the

idea of the evidence increasing (or decreasing) the posterior odds on guilt.

My own experiences and conversations with the forensic community show that

there is a vast and untapped place for the professional statistician in forensics. There

are whole fields of subjects that are unstudied. Other areas - such as glass RI and DNA

- have been studied extensively but there is much more left to do.

There are areas of questionable statistics and in some cases questionable logic in

forensics. The handful of professional scientists and lawyers working for progress in

these fields would welcorne, and in fact need, the input of the professional statistician.

In return the statistician gets the challenge of working in an exciting and demanding

field.

t2
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In the ensuing discussion it is assumed that:

t) The police have taken a sample of size n fragments of glass from the crime

scene. These fragments are called the "control fragments" or simply the

"controls",

The laboratory analyst has recovered m fragments from the suspect's clothing.

These fragments are called the "recovered fragments" or the "recovereds", and

A single refractive index measurement has been made for each fragment using

the standard immersion test [5] and all statistical procedures relate to these

refractive indices.

How should these fragments be compared? A standard approach, still in use today

by many forensic scientists, is to base the interpretation purely on experience [15]. At

its worst this school of thought is extremely unscientific. At its best, it has validity but

is still open to questions of subjectivity. Evett [15] points out rhar the alternative

"objective test" extreme relies too heavily on underlying model assumptions. While this

may be true in the extreme, an objective approach is still the most desirable.

t t tlt 
'r-r-'l

r jControl

Figure 2-1. Arange test

The frst step towards an objective test is a "range test". A range test usually takes

one of three different forms. The first is a simple range comparison. If a recovered

fragment falls with in the range of the control fragments, then that recovered fragment

2)

3)

l3
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is said to "match" the control sample. The second method relies on a "3 sigma" range.

The sample mean and standard deviation of the control fragments is calculated. If a

recovered fragment falls wilhin the interval defined by the control mean * 3 times the

sample standard error then that recovered fragment is said to n'match" the control

sample. The third range method is also a "3-sigma" rule, but assumes a "known"

standard deviation for the control fragments. This method is also used in comparison

of glass fragments on the basis of elemental concentrations t101. None of the

recovered fragments in Figure 2-1 would be said to match the control sample under

any of these range tests. Range tests suffer from multiple comparison problems and do

not handle contamination of the control data very well.

Evett [16] was the first to propose hypothesis testing (or significance testing) as a

method of interpreting forensic glass evidence. Dr. Evett is now the foremost advocate

of Bayesian methods in forensic science. He attributes his change of stance to the great

Professor Dennis Lindley with whom he has had a long association. However both in

his pre and post Bayesian days Dr. Evett has sought to improve the logic in forensic

science.

Evett's initial approach used the standard hypothesis test for non-zero difference in

two sample means when the population standard deviation is known, the two sample

means being the mean of the control fragments and the mean of the recovered

fragments. To ensure that all the recovered fragments came from one source, the range

of the R['s of the recovered fragments was calculated. This range was compared to a

scaled critical value for the range of a sample of size rn from a Normal distribution. If

the range of the recovered fragments was less than the critical range value then the

recovered fragments were adjudged as having come from one source. Evett [16] was

quick to point out that while this may not be the best approach, it was at least cr?

t4



approach for interpreting the evidence. Based on case work, Evett [7] decided that

the assumption of a known population variance for window glass RI's was too

restrictive, and consequently developed a comparison criterion based upon an

empirical estimate of the distribution of the standard deviation (s.d.) of the recovered

window glass samples. This idea, however, did not last long, mainly for two reasons:

l) Evett gained access to adequate computing resources which enabled the calculation

of a Student's pooled t-statistic and 2) the fact that the density estimate of the s.d. was

based only on window glass [8,19]. Evett also recognised [16] that there was an

inherent advantage in dealing with the mean refractive index of the recovered

fragments, rather than the individuat refractive indices. Evett and Lambert proposed an

agglomerative grouping algorithm based on the ranges of recovered samples from

casework [18] and was incorporated into the first computer programme for dealing

with forensic glass evidence, RUNG [19]. Around the same time that the Forensic

Science Service received RUNG, Evett, in consultation with the forensic community

[18], changed the critical level for rejection of the null hypothesis to be used in

casework, ftom 5Vo to IVo. Good examples of the agglomerative grouping methods in

use can be found lu:,12,3,20f.

It is well known that the standard Student's f-test or the pooled t-test is

inappropriate when the population variances are unequal [21]. There is evidence

[22,23] to suggest that the measurement error in the recovered sample may be higher

than in the control sample. From the work of Locke and Hayes, there is also evidence

to suggest that the population mean of the recovered fragments is higher than that of

the controls, the reason being that the control fragments are usually taken from one

part of the window whereas the recovered fragments may come from all over. To deal

with this problemWalsh et al. [24] suggest the use of Welch's modification to the r-tesr

l5
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[21] to deal with this problem. Significance tests provide a simple statistical basis to

the interpretation of the refractive index evidence. However, significance tests have

several shortcomings. The most apparent of these is the failure to include other

evidence relating to the crime such as the probabilities of having glass on one's person,

the relative frequency of the glass type, etc. These shortcomings inspired the Bayesian

approach, discussed in the following section, to the interpretation of glass evidence.

This approach allows for the inclusion of additional evidence and also deals with what

Ken Smalldon termed the "fall-off-the-cliff' effect, which is inherent in all formal

signihcance testing. This is best explained by imagining the situation whereby the p-

value from a f-test is 0.011 or 0.009. If it is the former, then control and recovered

samples are deemed to "match", i.e. the recovered sample is said to be consistent with

the control sample. If the latter case occurs, then this is a "non-match", i.e. the

recovered fragments come from a different source. That is, a very tiny change in the

evidence causes a huge change in the interpretation. It is obvious that this kind of

reasoning would be very diffrcult to justi$/ to the court. This match/non_match

approach fails to take into account the weight of the evidence. It has been suggested

that perhaps the P-value itself should be presented instead of a match/non-match

conclusion. Robertson and Vignaux in their classic work [25] point out thar any

approach that presents a probability of a match by chance answers the pre-data

question, "what is the probability of obtaining a match by carrying out this procedure?"

rather than the post-data question, "how much does the evidence from the glass at the

scene increase the probability that it was the accused who broke it?" It is the latter of

course that the court is interested in. It can also be argued that the Bayesian approach

merely postpones an accept/reject type decision by the jury on the verdict. While this

may be true it must be pointed out that those presenttng any evidence must not state
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"guilty" or "not guilty". This is excluded by the rule excluding comment on the

ultimate issue. Statistical evidence is provided so that the jury may make this decision.

The Bayesian inteqpretation of the evidence has been worded so that the forensic

scientist can avoid the emotionally loaded phrases "guilty" and "no[ guilty". Instead he

or she talks about the concept of "contact", "fs the evidence more likely if the accused

was in contact with the crime scene rather than if the accused was not in contact with

the crime scene".

The reader is encouraged to read the excellent treatise of Robertson and Vignaux

[26] on the value of a Bayesian approach in the interpretation of evidence.

2.2 A Bayesian Approach to Interpretation of Glass Evidence

Inspired by the inadequacies of the match/non-match approach and some theory

provided by Lindley [27], Evett [15,28] applied the Bayesian approach to the

interpretation of glass evidence. For a good review of this work the reader is referred

to the excellent books by Professor Colin Aitken [13,14]

The Bayesian approach considers the likelihood ratio of the probability of the

evidence given that the suspect was at the scene of the crime to the probability of the

evidence given the suspect was not at the scene the crime. This approach requires the

investigator to be able to make estimates of various probabilities:

the probability of an innocent person having ft different sources (or groups)

of glass on their person,
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\: the probability that n fragments of glass were transferred from the crime

scene retained and recovered from the offender, and

5n, : the probability that the ith group of glass found on the suspect contains n,

fragments.

One might consider the following example taken from Evert er al. [15] to illustrate

the use of these quantities.

The crime: A witness saw a man stand in front of the 4'by 3'ground floor domestic

window and smash it with a case opener. The man was disturbed and ran away.

The arrest:30 minutes later, two policemen detained a man about half a mile from the

incident because he appeared to resemble the eyewitness description. He was taken to

the police station and his clothing was taken about half an hour after the arrest.

The suspecr: He denied having ever been anywhere near the scene that day. There was

no case opener in his possession and he denied ever having one.

The exhibifs: The suspect's outer clothing: an acrylic jumper, jeans and a pair of

trainers. Several pieces of control glass from the remains of the broken single glazed

pane.
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Procedures: The police have followed correct procedures at all times. There is no

possibility of contamination. The packaging is all intact and secure.

The forensic analysis: The forensic scientist examines the clothing and finds ten

fragments of glass on the suspect's clothing. Based on the RI the scientist determines

that six of the fragments match the control and four of the fragments do not. The

Bayesian approach centres around estimating the likelihood ratio

Pr(Evidence I C ontact, Info rmation) rr(r t c, I)
Pr(Evidence I Contod,Informatio")- Yr(r r E, r)

That is the ratio of the probability of the evidence E given the suspect was at the crime

scene, C, and given the background information / to the probability of the evidence

given the suspect did not commit the crime, C, and the background information I.

There is some controversy over the use of the notation C and C to repres ent Contact

and no Contact. The issue arises because technically d denotes the mathematical

complement of C. This causes a problem in that it implies that C and d must mutually

exhaust all possible hypotheses. As this issue has not yet been resolved satisfactorily

the reader is invited to treat C and e as Contact and no Contao, and decide on the

issue of exhaustive hypotheses themselves.

Consider the denominator fnst. This must answer the question:

If we examine the clothing of a man who has come to police notice on suspicion of

a glass breaking offence, yet he is unconnected with the offence, what is the
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probability that we will find two groups of glass fragrnents of the observed sizes and

properties?

Let f ,and fz denote the probabilitiesr that groups of fragments found on clothing

will have the RI's of the two observed groups. Assume that group 1 is the group that

matched the control. Then:

P2 is the probability that the suspect's clothing would have two groups of

glass on his clothing beforehand.

Su./, is the probability that a group of glass fragments on clothing will have six

fragments and the observed RI of group 1.

sof, is the probability that a group of glass fragments on clothing will have

four fragments and the observed RI of group 2.

Using these terms and the implicit assurnptions of independence, the denominator can

be evaluated bv

er(ftC, I) = 2 PrSuS,f,f,

The factor 2 arises because there are two ways to assign the sizes to the groups.

The numerator must allow for at least two possible explanations:

' This is not strictly trua"fr andf are the frequenciqs of the mean RI's, but is morc conv€nient for explanation.
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either; the group of size six fragments was transferred from the scene window - in

which case, the suspect has a single group of four fragments on his

clothing beforehand.

or: no glass was transferred frorn the scene window but the suspect a.lready

had two groups of glass on his clothing.

Then:

so the likelihood ratio is

Vr(n C, t) = To2 PrS uS o f , f , + TuprS o.f ,

a = 
tt!"'gtl 

-To2Prsusof,f,+Tup,suf, -r +. Tup,

Pr\ElC,I ) 2P2S6S4ftf z -u 2Pzs6fl

From clothing surveys [6,29) 4 and P2 can be estimated as o.26 and 0.12

respectively. From the same surveys Sc = 0.01 and /, = 0.025. Evett uses a poisson

distribution to estimate 4 and Q as 0 and 0.16 respectively in this example. putting

these figures into the ZR gives a likelihood ratio of approximately 693. This is

interpreted as "the evidence is 693 times more likely if the suspect was at the crime

scene than if he wasn't".

2.2.1 Estimating transfer and persistence probabilities
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It is clear from the example that in order to estimate the probabilities of transfer,

persistence and size of a group, a large body of empirical data is required. Typically,

this data is gathered from surveys and experiments. The material in this section has

been taken from Evett et al. [15]. This material is a necessary part of this thesis

because it thorougtrly reviews the work that has been done on the problems of transfer

and persistence.

There are very few published studies on the transfer and persistence of glass

fragments, yet this type of information is essential for the effective interpretation in

glass cases. Such information can assist in decision making: for example -

"Given the information supplied on the submissionform, would I expect to find glass

on the clothing of this suspect, and if so where and how much?,'

The answers to these questions should guide the forensic scientist as to which item

should be examined first and which items should not be examined at all.

When the scientific examination is complete and the reporting officer is considering

the degree of support for the different explanations put forward in the case,

information on transfer and persistence is required to answer questions of the type:

"What is the probabiliry of recovering six matching glass fragments from the surface

of the iacket tf the window was broken by the suspect with a case opener and the

suspect was arrestedfour hours after the incident?,,

Such questions are clearly difEcult, since the answer may depend on many factors,

for example:
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The size of the window,

The type and thickness of the glass,

How the window was broken, e.g. with one or many blows,

The position of the offender relative to the window,

Whether or not entry was gained to the premises,

The nature of the clothing worn by the suspect,

The activities of the suspect between the times of the incident and the :uresr,

The length of time between the arrest and the clothing being taken,

The way in which the clothing was obtained from the suspect, and

The weather at the time of the incident.

The studies described in the following sections provide, in general terms, three

types of information to assist in the assessing the effects of the above factors:-

1. Glass smashing experiments which examine the number and distribution of

glass fragments produced for different types of glass and different merhods

of breaking.

2. Glass smashing experiments which look at the quantity of glass fragments

transferred to individuals who are nearby.

3. Studies on the retention of glass fragments on clothing with respect to time

and also with respect to subsequent activity. Work on secondary transfer is

included in this group.

Most of the studies include more than one of the above three types of information

so they will first be briefly reviewed in chronological order, then an attempt will be

made to collate the different types of information. In the references section, if a study
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has appeared as an internal report or technical note, and then been published, both

references will be listed. In the following sections, each study will be described once,

but any differences between the internal and published versions will be highlighted.

2.2.1.1 Summara of breaking experiments

There are three sets of breaking experiments for which results can be compared.

These are Pounds and Smalldon [30,31], the Locke experiment s [32-37] and Luce et al

[38]. There are also the individual breaking experiments by Zoro 1391, and the most

recent and extremely valuable work of Hicks et al. [40]. In general terms, the results

have three main conclusions

1. The nurnbers of fragments produced varies considerably, even when panes of

glass are broken in a standard controlled way.

All the of the experiments showed that the density of fragments falls rapidly as

the distance from the window increases. It is dif[rcult to know if anything more

of direct relevance to evidence interpretation can be derived from these results.

There is further information contained in these studies relating to the size

distribution of the fragments produced, and also to the proportion of fragments

bearing original surfaces.

2.2.1.2 Summary of Transfer Experiments

Although the breaking experiments demonstrate the wide range in the number of

fragments produced when a window is broken, it is the transfer of glass to the

2.

3.
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perpetrator, and the subsequent persistence of glass which are the more relevant

factors in assessing the evidential value of a comparison. Seven studies [30,31,38,40-

431 provide information on transfer to an individual standing close to a breaking

window. The results clearly demonstrate the effects of the retention properties of the

garments in that the Batten [41] experiments span the whole range of results.

The results show that in general:

Far fewer fragments are transferred to trousers, as compaled with upper

clothing. The reason for the relatively high number of fragments in the

Holcroft [43] experiments compared with the other experiments is not clear.

More fragments are transferred to socks/shoes than to trousers.

There is much less information on transfer to individuals who are not so close to a

breaking window. Results for subjects lm from a breaking window are given in

Pounds and Smalldon [30,31], Scranage 142) and Luce et al. [38]. It is worth noting

from these experiments that:

Very small numbers of fragments found on all items apart from socks and shoes.

When a subject is further than lm from a breaking window, few if any

fragments are transferred in most experiments.

The results of Pounds and Smalldon contrast with those of Scranage, in that more

fragments (up to ten) were found on jackets than on jumpers. This may suggest a

different transfer mechanisrn, (e.g. glass fragments become trapped in seams).

1.

2.

1.

2.
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2,2.L.3 PersistenceExperiments

Information is scant in this area - the only attempts at systematic studies are those

of Pounds [44], Brewster et al. [45], Hoefler et al. [46], and Hicks et al. [40]. In terms

of initial transfer of glass fragments to clothing, the studies of Pounds and Brewster et

al. probably represent the two most extreme situations encountered in casework. In

Pounds, the glass fragments were placed in the clothing, and in Brewster et al. they

were propelled onto the surface of woven material by means of an air rifle. The

experiments carried by Hoefler et al. and Hicks et al. used a hammer to break the

window, and thus are more realistic. For most of the garment types examined by

Pounds, a high proportion of the added glass was lost within one hour. On the most

retentive garment, described as a bulky hand knitted sweater, about 50Vo of the glass

was retained after one hour and about 25Vo was retained after two hours. There is

some support for this result in Holcroft and Shearer [43], where in a secondary

transfer experiment, glass was transferred from a retentive jumper to another retentive

jumper by the nrans of the two wearers hugging each other. In repeated experiments,

the numbers of fragments remaidng on the recipient jumper after an hour of wear,

were about 50Vo of the numbers remaining five minutes after the contact.

2.2-1.4 How much do we know about transfer and persistence?

At the beginning of this section a hypothetical question was posed, concerning the

probability of recovering six matching glass fragments from the surface of a jacket, and

ten factors which could affect the answer to the question were listed. It may be helpful

to review these factors in the light of the transfer and persistence studies that have just

been reviewed.
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The size of the window: Results from several studies suggest that it is the area of

damage to a window, rather than the size of the window itself, which relates to the

number of fragments produced by backward fragmentation and subsequently

retained on clothing.

The type and thickness of the glass: Limited information from the Locke studies

suggests that the harder the glass is to break, the more fragments are produced

when it does break.

How the window was broken: Not surprisingly, more fragments are transferred to the

clothing of the perpetrator when a window is broken by multiple blows than when it

is broken by a single blow. It also appears that a rapid break with a heavy weight

produces fewer fragments than a slower break with a lighter weight.

The position of the offender relative to the window: If a person is more than one metre

from a breaking window then it is likely that very few fragments will be transferred

to and retained on the clothing. If a person is close to a breaking window, and the

point of impact is above waist level, it is likely that considerably more fragments

will be retained on the upper, rather than the lower clothing .

Whether or not entry was gained to th,e premises; There is no available information on

the expected number of fragments retained on clothing when an individual climbs

through a previously broken window.
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The nature of the clothing worn by the suspect: This has a large effect on the number

of fragments which would have been transferred, if the suspect had committed the

offence and also on the persistence of the fragments. Results of the studies suggest

that there are several inter-related factors involved, including the coarseness of the

fabric and the construction of the garment.

The activities of the suspect between the times of the incident and the arrest: There is

very little reliable information on this topic, though intuition suggests that the more

vigorous the activity the more rapid will be the rate of loss.

The length of time between the arrest and the clothing being taken: We have no direct

information on this. The persistence experiments suggest that the longer the time

interval, the less glass will be remaining. But again, intuition tells us that the

activities of the suspect and police during this interval have a bearing on the answer.

The way in which the clothing was obtained from the suspect: The studies by Bone,

and by Holcroft and Shearer demonstrate that much glass can be lost when clothing

is removed, and also that glass can be transferred from one garment to another.

The weather at the time of the incidenr: There is no information on the effect of this

factor. It is perhaps intuitively reasonable to believe that damp or wet clothing

would be more retentive than dry clothing but there is no reliable information to

confirm or refute this.

It may appear from all of this that the state of our knowledge on transfer and

persistence is sketchy and vague. It is true that there are gaps in our knowledge,
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particularly with respect to persistence, but it is also true that the studies described

above have provided us with much valuable information and when they are considered

collectively they suggest the following general principles:

l. Even when experimental conditions are carefully controlled, the number of

fragments produced when a window is broken can vary considerabry.

2. At least a third of all casework sized fragments produced by backward

fragmentation have original surfaces.

3. In every experiment described in the studies, glass was found on the clothing

of an individual who was close to a breaking window.

4. The main factors affecting the number of glass fragments found on an

individual exposed to a breaking glass window are the distance of the

individual from the window and the nature of the clothing worn.

5. It is likely that more fragments will be found on the footwear than on the

trousers of a person exposed to a breaking window, particularly when that

person was standing a few feet from the window.

6. only a very small proportion of fragments on one item are likely to be

transferred to a second item by contact between them.

2.2.2 Estimating size probabilities and RI frequencies

There is some debate [a7] as to whether refractive index frequencies should be

calculated from casework, i.e. from fragments recovered from persons suspected of a
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crime, or from the surveys conducted on the population at large. Given that casework

surveys typically favour the defence, most authors choose the former [47].

Two published surveys have provided valuable information on the numbers and

types of glass fragments found on clothing of persons suspected of criminal activities,

Lambert et al. [6] and Pearson et al. [48]. Pearson et al. examined clothing taken from

and dry cleaning service. McQuillan and Edgar [4] examined clothing taken from

members of a youth club, the Ulster Defence Regiment, and the Royal Ulster

Constabulary. Davis and DeHaan [49] studied 650 pairs of men's shoes donated to a

charity in Sacramento, California. McQuillan and Crossan [29] looked for the presence

of glass in hat combings taken from friends and relatives of staff from the Northern

Ireland Forensic Science Service.

After a case involving serious criminal damage Harrison t50] examined the

footwear of 99 shoes from 10 suspects for the presence of glass. Harrison et al. [51]

published one of the first surveys of glass on people connected with crime. Lambert et

al. t6l followed up the work of Harison et al. [51] with of the largesr on-going

surveys of glass evidence from casework. Evett et al. [15] has one of the most

complete reference lists for past surveys. The Bayesian or likelihood ratio approach is

quickly becoming the most accepted way of presenting statistical interpretation of all

forensic evidence in the court [25] for the reasons of logical coherence and the ability

to include most of the evidence.

2.3 Recent Advances

2.3.1 The LR substitute for Match./1.{on-Match
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As noted in the previous section, the Bayesian approach allows for the inclusion of

all the evidence in the calculation. Walsh et al. [24] propose an extension of the

Bayesian approach using Lindley's f27,521 ideas. This approach replaces the frequency

terms and match/non-match terms with a likelihood ratio for the probability of the

difference in the sample means given the sample variances over the probability (or

frequency) of the RI of the recovered sample. This approach was suggested by Evett

[15] as the right direction to go. Curran et d. [53] have extended this methodology so

that it can be used on elemental composition data as well as refractive index data.

2.3.2 Agglomerative vs. Divisive Grouping2

Triggs and Curan 12,3) following the methodology of Scott and Iftott [54]

propose a divisive grouping method replacing the agglomerative grouping approach of

Evett and Lambert F8l The two methods can be demonstrated by the following

example:

Example:

Assume that a sample of I I fragments is recovered from the suspect's clothing, the RI's

have been determined, the fragments are sorted into ascending order and have been

labelled I to 11. It is assumed that the recovered fragments come fromthree different

sources.

'This subject is dealt with in greater detail in chapters 4 and7
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Figure 2-1. Divisive grouping

The divisive algorithm proposed by Triggs and Curran [3] consists of a sequence of

partitions of the data into two groups based on a maximal between group sum of

squares (BGSS). In Figure 2-I the divisive procedure considers the n - I = 10 possible

partitions of the ordered data into two groups. The BGSS is calculated for each

possible partition and the maximum BGSS is found. This maximum occurs when the

data is partitioned into a group containing fragments I to 8 and a second group

containing fragments 9 to 11. This procedure is repeated for each subgroup until no

further partitions can be made. The groups are taken to be the terminal nodes or leaves

of the tree in figure 1. In some sense the divisive algorithm can be considered a top-

down approach.

rfl
67812345 910 1l

Figure 2-2. Agglomerative grouping
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The agglomerative algorithm on the other hand works from the bottom up. The

median of the fragments is determined and the fragment with the greatest RI less than

or equal to the median is selected as the first element of the "group". Neighbouring

fragments are then added into the group until their range exceeds a scaled critical value

for the range of a sample from a normal distribution. In Figure 2-2, the median is

fragment 6. The next fragment closest to 6 is 7. This is added to the group as the range

of this group of size 2 is less than the scaled .95 quantile of the distribution of the

range of a sample of size 2 from normal distribution. Fragment 7 is added next, as the

range of the group is less than the .95 quantile of the distribution of the range of a

sample of size 3 from normal distribution. When the procedure attempts to add

fragment 5 to the group the range of fragments 5 to 8 is too big for a sample of size 4,

so the procedure is started again on the subgroup formed by fragments I to 5. This

procedure is repeated until all the fragments have been grouped. Triggs and Curran

[2,3] show that the divisive approach gives better detection probability on rhe basis

that the divisive approach makes more efficient use of the evidence in the small sample

size situation.

2.3.3 Software

John Buckleton, has been working with Ian Evett and Richard Pinchin of the

Forensic Science Service of the U.K Home Office at Birmingham on a new version of

CAGE (Computer Analysis of Glass Evidence) for Microsoft Windows, that

incorporates the FDS (Forensic Data Software) package. James Curran, Chris Triggs,

and John Buckleton, at the University of Auckland are looking at Bayesian experr

systems that will help implement an intelligent knowledge base and also provide a
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realistic way of estimating likelihood ratios. James Cunan has also developed two

packages. STAG (STatistical Analysis of Glass) helps with the caiculations involved in

the interpretation of forensic glass evidence, and Elementary does the same thing for

elemental composition data.
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3 /-Testing

3.1 Introduction

ln l97l Ian Evett [16] was the first to propose the use of hypothesis testing (or

significance testing) as a means of distinguishing two samples of glass from a case.

Two sample means were used to test the null hypothesis of equality of population

means when the common population variance is known. Evett [18] realised later that

the assumption of a known population variance was not valid, and proposed that

Student's /-test for the difference in two sample means with common but unknown

variance be used instead.

Despite the inadequacies of significance testing, of all the statistical technology

proposed for use in the analysis of forensic glass evidence, Student's t-test is probably

the most persistent. It is commonly and often badly misused [25], and has even found

its way into the current Bayesian techniques.

This chapter rigorously examines the properties of the standard Student's t-test and

a modification of it suggested by Welch [21].

3,2 The Behrens-Fisher Problem - A Recommendation for welch's
Approximate Solution

3.2.1 Introduction

The subject of the comparison of two sample means from independent populations

is hardly a new one. It is covered in many elementary textbooks and for most students

is probably the frst time that they are introduced to simple parametric tests for

hypothesis testing. Typically, one of the examples given uses a r-test based on a pooled
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variance, along with the rule that this test is not applicable when the underlying

population variances are not equal.

An early solution to the problem of unequal variances was proposed by Behrens

(1929) and endorsed by Fisher (1939). The Behrens-Fisher solution is generally not

acceptable because the Type I error associated with the test is less than the nominated

size or a value [55]. There have been several other proposed solutions to the

inequality of variance problern, and most common of those is that proposed by Welch

[21]. Welch's solution, or Welch's modification, is sometimes called the V test, and

this chapter will follow that convention. This chapter will present an argument for the

routine use of Welch's modification to Student's r-test in all cases.

3.2.2 Method

Assume that the forensic scientist has n control fragments of glass from the crime

scene source, and tn recovered fragments of glass from the suspect's clothing.

Refractive index measurements have been made on each fragment in each sample. The

control fragment RI measurements are denoted X = {r, ,x2,,,.,r,} and the recovered

fragment measurenrnts are denoted Y = {lr,!2,.,.,y^}. Furthermore assume that the

x;'s and };'s are independently and identically distributed (iid) tt(Fr,o'*) and

N(Fr,otr) respectively for Fl,...,n , j=l,...,m.The scientist wishes to test the null

hypothesis

Ho:ltx-Fv=O
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Finally assurne that the ratio of the rpopulation standard deviationso p -- + ,is grearer'ox

than or €(pal to 1. The sJandard pooled t-test, reftrred to as the t-test in this section,

'cornpare,s the foltribwibg test statistic

r -Fx-Hy'o - $8r
(3.2)

(3,.6)

where

s€r =
n-l)si +Qn-l

(3.4)n*rn-2

rsith th, the vahc of the statistic uf,der the nlrll hlpothesis, Ho, where

7,V, n?, urd sfi. are the respective sample rnan$ and samplb variances for X and y.

Ir is sbtainedl ftoro the 100( 1-0/2)7o eriticat value of tbe r-dfutributio n an ffi - n + m -

2 degrees of fteedom.

$/tron p + | , ie" when the population'v,arianepe are unequal, a popular solmion is

to uoc \Ifelch's rnodl]ifuation to Student's E-test

2

.[1"1'l
\n ml

x-y'r=93
!;-;

lVelch [21] gives the distribution of vb as aplrroximateJy I with degr* of freedom

equal to
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df, = [*.*)'
(t:^,sf)
tE('l- -":@A)

(3.8)

It can be noted that dfy is often non-integral, but given today's statistical computing

facilities this fact is now of little consequence. Following Best and Rayner [55] this

test, using vo and the t distdbution with dfy degre.es of freedom, will be called the V

test. Furthermore it is assumed that no approximation to vs, such as interpolation of P

values or critical values is to be made.

Comparison in this section is made firstly on the basis of Tlpe I error, or size, with

respect to sample size and the ratio of the population variances, p. Comparison is then

made on the basis of Type II error, or power. Monte Carlo simulation is used to

examine both of these features. On the basis of these results it is recommended the V

test, Welch's modification to the t-test, be used in all situations, rather than only when

the population variances are known to differ.

3.2.3 Size Comparisons

Several size studies for the V test alone, have been performed (for example. Wang

[56] and Fenstad t57l). However, it is noted by Best and Rayner [55] that those

studies used approximations to find critical t values with questionable error bounds.

Best and Rayner [55] examine the V test with respect to size but do not compare it to

the t-test.
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Eupirical sizes wefe obtain using 1CI0,0-00 sir.nulations for each possible

combinationof thesets,ta= {6, 1g}3, m = {2,3,4,5,6, 10}, afid p = {1.0, 1.1,...,

1.9, 2,0I, The samples w,ere generated using an algorithm due to Kinderman and

Ramage [58] for the lrorrnal r,andom variables whieh in hrr.n was based on the

lVichuqan-Hilt [59] ,r.rnifosn randour variable generator. The P values were calculatod

using an approxft,nate incomplete beta functioh (Bosten and Banisto [6OJ and forrmlla

26.7.1from Abramovitz and Stqgun t6U, The empirical sizes have a[ error tolerance

oflel<le-6.
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Figure 3-l shows the results f,or n = l0 which ale typieal of the other r€slrlts. With the

exeElrtiorr of the case where n = l0 and nr = 2 the V test out perfonas tbe f-test with
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respect to size. One might be tempted to suggest that the t-test be given preference

over the Vtest when p < 1.5 and m << n, however the fact remains that true value of

p is unknown, with the exception of the following circumstances:

A hit and run with broken toughened glass. There is a lot of glass at the scene

and a large amount of control glass of equal quality

A ram raid with large piece of glass on the vehicle or objects.

Generally p is expected to be approximately I when the control sample and recovered

sample are of comparable quality and size. A possible solution is to suggest that the

scientist choose n = m in these cases, which should guard against most possibilities.

The empirical sizes for the Vtest agree with the rules given by Best and Rayner (uiz.

Davenport and Webster, 1975). The most striking and beneficial feature of Figure 3- I

is that the size of the Vtest stays alruost constant for any p

3.2.4 Power Comparisons

1.

2.

When Ho fafu to hold

depend on the parameters

the alternative null distributions of the statistics yo &nd /o

p arrd z, where

Fx - ltv
W41/;-;

(3.10)
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[55]. The null distributions for the nora-central r are tablbd to so,m€ extent, b-ut that of

the non-Gentral. V is not. Thus to achieve test sizes of approxirnately 0.05, l'0,000

sa,uples lrere generated. For each sampJe tbe test statigtics vq and ro.w€re calcu&lted

fot t = 0. The test statistics were then ordered and the 250th and,9,?50th values were

takeu as tbe critical values' Monte Carls simulations were perforrmed to obtain

ernpirieatr po\rers for all possible cornbinations of the sets n = {6, 10, 26l,m= {2,1" 4,

5, 6, 10), p - [..00" 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2;,00] and r - {1,2,9!.
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of the f-test as 
* 

- 1. Best and Rayner [55] suggest when dfv> S,that the Vtest be
n

used routinely. From initial observations and assuming n + m - 2 > 5, this condition is

satisfied more and more frequently as L + t.
n

The aforementioned method of calculating empirical power is not completely

correct for the comparison of interest. The reason is that the method does not take into

account the fact that the V test uses an approximate t-distribution to test the hypothesis

rather than the empirical sampling distribution of the u0 statisric. In truth, a test based

on the empirical sampling distribution of the vs statistic may be better, but it is not

entirely practical (increases in CPU power may remedy this). However, empirical

power calculations based on the actual t-tests are confounded with size. A crude

remedy is to correct the empirical power figures by the ffierence between the

empirical size and the nominal size. That is, assuming that p represents power and

that q is the nominal size

F*o,nd=P-1&-a) (3.r2)

From Figure 3-3 (overleaf) it can be seen that the correcrion does not completely

remove the size component, but removes enough to see what is going on. Once again

the t-test shows
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3.2.5 Conclusions

The suggestion to use the V test routinely is not a new one [55], however tradition

has supported the standard r in forensic science. Consistent size properties of Welch's

modifications have important implications in the construction of a continuous

likelihood ratio for a Bayesian interpretation of the evidence. Based on this research

we seek to make three recommendations

l) Welch's modification must be advocated as the parametric test to use when

comparing two samples of glass.

Set ru = n whenever possible

rf m=2 set n = 6, i.e. try to main at least a 3:l ratio of control fragments

to recovered fragments

3.3 The Distribution of welch's Approximate Degrees of Freedom

3.3.1 Introduction

Traditional statistical analysis in a forensic case involving glass consists of

performing a standard (pooled variance) r-test to compare the mean refractive index of

a control sample of fragments, usually taken from the crime scene, and the mean

refractive index of fragments of glass recovered from a suspect. Typically the sample

variance of the recovered sample is higher than the sample variance of the control

sample. This situation violates the equality of variance assumption of the standard t-

test, and it is well known that the standard t-test has an unacceptable Tlpe I error rate

in this situation. This is known as the Behrens-Fisher problem. Welch [21] suggested a

2)

3)
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solution to the Behrens-Fisher problem and this is usually called Welch's t-test. Welch's

solution to the Behrens-Fisher problem is an approximation (the which degrees of

freedom are a random variable depending on the ratio of the population standard

deviations, p ). This section will derive the probability density function (pdfl for the

degrees of freedom in Welch's test and show how it is affected by p and how its

behaviour can be predicted.

3.3.2 Finding the Probability Density Function

Assume that the RI measurements for the control and recovered samples are

denoted X ={", ,*r,...,ro} and I=0,, !2,...,}-}, with respective sample means

and variances, 7, y, str ands|. The corresponding population quantities will be

denoted Fx, lty, o2randozy. The welch statistic to test the hypothesis of no

difference between the population rteans, Hot F* - Fv = 0, is given by equation 3.6.

Welch (1937) reports that vs has an approximate r-d.istribution with degrees of

freedom given by

dfv = (3.14)s| sl

764+71*-t)
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We have tbat

,,=ry_*_,
and

z'-fu-t)tl - r!-'
Oy rvr"-l

Rearranging (3.16) and {3.1,8) for s$ and,rfr respeetiveg and

leads to

(3.15)

(3"18)

zubstituting into 1S.t+1

(3.20)

(3.22)

(3,tul)

df '=

Dtv,iding tbc nurnetruor,and denornir,rator of (3,20) by rl =ffigives

(!*4\'ff=s(f)=ffi
(-"'r"-rr-ffi4)

where

o =4and f = 
zz t (f -r)' oi zt t(n-r)

o'xzt d'rZ,
n1n - t1- *1* - g

6 ' ,.L-J-7b4-'m\;:*
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Since Zr frl=, urd h - ti*, then/has an F-distribttion on nr-1 nurnera.tor degrees of

fteEdom and z-l denor,linator degrees sf fteedom, i.e. f * F,^.tn_t.

Using lH6pital's rule tw.ice
I

The pdf depends on gLf ), thereforc rhe properries of gk) should be examirrcd.

Flrst the betravisur of g(/) in tho limit is shown in order to explain the nature sf the

inverse mapping funptiou.

lirn s(f) = n-r
f + 0, G'2i6:)

rim sk) = &a(i)
f'+*

Iim g'G) #
f-+*U-iry =T=m-L

r,rr!@-l)

Although it is irlpossibtb for/ro talre on values less than zero, g:(7) is defined for

.tf s 0. Frorn (3.30) it can bs se€n that

ti*sk) - lirnsk)
f +-* f ->*

(3.28)

(3.30)
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as both linnits have the sane indrc,terminate fom Equation (3.30) tm$ tws

consequence$: l) there is only one finite value of/ thar w,ill give S(f) = *- 1; ard 2)

there ls odi one positive s-olution to g(1)-v = 0 for n -l < v <, m- l.

The maximurn of g(/) is occuns ar

$ -lJno',- p
mfu-\)
n("-t) (3.321

It ean be shown eat g(/.*)=n*m-2, w:hich is the degfees of freedom for the

pooled r-tes.t, Given this facr and uslng (3zB), we catr see that n - I s g(/) < n+m-L

(assuming nS,rn).

Denoting the inverse ma.pping function by ft(u), the cumulatiVe distributisn

functisn (mD of Iz is gven by

Iz(v) = Pr(u<ff)
= er(y e {(-*,rl))

(3.34)= er(F e fr({z-r,vl))

= rr(a(a-O<f sft(y))

To find du), g:lt)- v = 0 must 'oe- solved for/. By inspectio-n of (3.1 1) this apparently,

involves ftnding the solution o-f a guadratic for each v. Wlien v=m-l however,

g(1):v:O is lins,ar, The,solutio-n of the, qr.,radratie for a particiular 7),

y e {rr :n-1. S y 3 rz + w-2, v *. tt-tr}, is givon b,y.
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h{vj= (3.36)

Fqr the sp€cial casc wben v=rn-L, as Breviously noted s(l)-r=0 is linear. The

soilutionis givenbv

l'(*-r) (r*
p"(, -(, - t))(.'-

f'('-.6)
rr(,)=l+ffi

['(r+.fa)

U*iug, these facts ft(v) is now completely deftred as

. I n{m-I)
t---t - 2p' n(n-L)

m(tn-l)
d=#p(v-(--t))

(3.38)

(3.40)

(3.42)

(3.44)

n-l1v <rn-l

v = m.-tr

m'-l<vSn*tn-2

where

and

A- -v2 +(n-l)v+(z- tlv
(n - lXnr-l)

-rr2 + (n-L)v+(m-t)v
(o-t)(m-D
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Havibg alefined ,n{d it nour is possible ts define V(y),, the CDT. Denore thE tw,o

solutions for u l tri-L as &,(u) =a(i -.lA) arrd,-.tr(v) = a(l +16) witta hb) shfu)

(note this relatio,oship does not hold for n-l ( v <tn-l), and let Fn-r."_r( ) d"not"

the CDF of tle,F'distributioa on m-l andn-l degpes of freedon5 then V(v) is defined

as

V(v) =

It renaains to find rr(rr) , *re pdf. This is algebraicalty qNessy but oot difficulr Ler

4-t"-'(4(u)) a-li v<rn-l
D ( t ,(t-"))r*',"-'[7';6) v=m-l (3'46)

I + 4-,,-, (4 (')) - C,-,."_, (b" [r)) 4 - L < i s n * m - 2

rfr) #r-r*ro
J\"

AI
!4

nzniz, 
rir*r, q*+ nr)&*,,t=W) (3.48)

(3.s0)

Thus

dF^-,.^-,@,(v))- r (v) = l_ "(t 
*fi)

d, = Ki\v) =l_r_(r_l) , ( ol n m-z - zvl -l)l-[;Lffiit]t')rQ+@)

where i= L,2.
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The resulting pdf is given by

v(v) =

0 rr=n-I
r,(u) n-L<v <m=L
_( t *(^-n)\llrp' ,;*:ry) v=m-r
&i(v)+lcr(v) m-I<v 4,n*,m-Z
/(/r-) v=n+w-2

(3,s2)

3.313 How the ratio of the population variances a,ffects the pdf

In order to demonstrate the effec't of the ratio o,f populatb-n variances, p, o.n

the pdf it is necessary to draw the picture fu p= l. T e nldf was calculated for each

of the following samplb size combinadbns; (n, ni e {(4,8), (5"15), (10,10), (15, 4S),

(30.30), (25,75)1.
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It can be observed fromFlgure 3-4 that the pdf varies- a gr€at deal for eaeh sample size

cornbinafion.
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If rer is a scalqr multiple of z End Ic > 1, then as p + + the effeet of p i,s, lncnea.sed. Trl
K

eo$Pefl$.at€ for this unbalanced. situatisn the degrees of fteedom are close to n-l for a

majorr[y of ca$es. For n = r& the, pdf behavos, like the pdf f.o,r tm=,]ani andp = t in

shape at lem. The shape of the pdfs provides, info.rrnation on the way in which

\['elch's test adjusts for the trroblern of tnequaXiry o variance. Tb€ TVelch tesr also

radjusts for disparity be.tween the sarrple $izes, The adjustmeat, ho.wevern seflns for the

nrost part to push the degcees of fteedom down when n S m and p < I rurd up whqq

p> \.In situations where p is co,nsistently less than 1, arld f, 1i ffi, the colseqrrcnce
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is that the size of the hypothesis test is very close to the nominal level but the power is

not.

3.3.4 Conclusions

Several authors have recommended routine use of Welch's test as opposed to the usual

pooled variance procedure [55]. It should be noted that if there is any prior knowledge

of p, which is certainly plausible to collect, then the pdf for the degrees of freedom

can be estimated and an indication of the power and the size of the test can be

obtained.

3.4 A Case for Welch's I

3.4.1 Introduction

The most common statistical treatment of forensic glass evidence is an application

of the Student's t-test to the refractive index data. This procedure tests against the null

hypothesis that there is no difference between the mean refractive index for the control

window and the mean refractive index for the recovered window. However, Student's

r-test requires that two assumptions be satisfied to ensure the validity of the results.

These are 1) the refractive index measurements come from a normal distribution, and

2) that the variance of the refractive index measurements is the same for both

populations, i.e. the samples have equal population variances. Student's t-test is

reasonably robust to departures from the assumption of normality, but has

unacceptable disparity between the theoretical rate of false rejections and actual rate of
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false rejections when the second assumption is invalid. That is the Type I error is too

large when the variance of the recovered sample is much bigger than that of the control

Ratio of recovered SD to control SD

Figure 3-7. Logspline density estimates for the ratio of the recovered sample standard
deviation to the control sample standard deviation based on NZ and UK case work.

Figure 3-7 shows that there is evidence that the recovered fragments have higher

variance than the control fragments in terms of refractive index, especially in the

British data. Personal experience [22] has indicated this as well. Welch's modification

to Student's t-test does not assume equality of variances and therefore is preferred. on

theoretical grounds.

This section will show that Welch's modification offers preferable behaviour in

terms of reduced Tlpe I error, through the use of Monte Carlo simulation,

bootstrapping techniques and data from real forensic cases.
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3.4.2 Method

This section shows that Welch's modification must be the method of choice in the

statistical analysis of forensic glass evidence. This is done in terms of examining the

Type I error rate using Monte Carlo simulation methods, together with bootstrapping

and density estimation.

Simulation techniques allow the statistician to examine the theoretical properties of

an algorithm or test. If the simulation is realistic enough, then the algorithm or test can

be rigorously examined without incurring the costs of implementation. Typically, a

statistician will have some prior knowledge of the way that the data behaves, and

makes the assumption that the "real" data can be modelled by one or more known

statistical distributions, using this prior knowledge. Many samples are drawn from

these distributions and run through the algorithm or test being examined. The results

from the test or algorithm are recorded, and inferences may be drawn from the

distribution of the results.

This section is concerned with the properties of Student's r-test and Welch's

modification to the t-tests. Traditional examinations of these procedures make the

assumption that the data is normally distributed. This assumption is flawed in two ways

with respect to glass evidence. The frst problem is there is evidence to suggest, from

some work by Locke and Hayes [62], that in a sheet of glass the variation in the

neighbourhood of one point is less than the variation across the whole sheet, although

Locke himself draws the opposite conclusion. The control sample fragments are often

taken from the glass remaining in the window frame, and thus under represents the

variance of whole sheet. The second problem is that the assumption of normality itself
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is unlikely to be true, especially for the recovered glass, due to the predominance of

surface fragments [33].

In order to examine the performance of the two tests in the forensic glass situation,

samples should be drawn from the populations that the control and recovered samples

came from: that is, from the population distributions. In practice of this is not feasible

because the refractive index of every fragment in the population would have to be

know. However it is possible to obtain an approximation.

Assume that a window has some inherent structure. If a sample of fragments is

randomly selected from the window then that sample is said to be a representative

sample That is, some part of the structure that is inherent in the window has been

preserved in the sample, thus sampling from the sample itself, or resampling, rnay

approximate sampling from the real distribution.

This process of resampling in order to approximate the process of sampling from

the real distribution is known as bootstrapping, and is due to Efron t631.

Bootstrapping is often used in statistics in situations where the answer is analytically

intractable (such as finding the true density function of a statistic.)

In this section the advantages of Welch's modification, in terms of consistency, are

investigated. In order to do this, real dataa, from cases where it can be safely assumed

that the recovered glass did in fact come from the control window, is used. An

approximation of the density of the probabilities from the two r-tests, is obtained using

bootstrapping.

The recovered sample data in these experiments is centred on the mean of the

control sample, i.e.
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!i=!i-t+t

This ensures that any particular result arises only from the sampling variability, and

hence the distribution of bootstrapped probabilities, or P-values, should tend towards a

uniform [0,1] distribution. This in turn gives a method of evaluating consistency. The

"closer" the distribution of bootstrapped P-values from a particular significance test to

a uniform [0,1] distribution, the more consistent it is.

It was proposed that some insight could be gained into the behaviour of the two

tests for different sample sizes at the same time as testing the consistency claims.

Therefore a variety of sample size combinations were used.

The data used in this study come from two English cases where the suspect was

found guilty with the assistance of the glass evidence. The data in the first case are pale

green laminated float glass with l0 control fragments and 18 fragments recovered from

the suspect. The data in the second case is clear flat glass with 15 control fragmenrs

and l0 recovered fragments. With respect to usual number of fragments recovered in a

case, these sample sizes are very large.

3.4.3 Results

There are two graphical methods that can be used to display the results.

Inconsistencies in the performance of the two tests will reveal themselves as departures

from uniformity. That is, if the test is not performing consistently then the distribution

of the P-values from that r-test will not be uniform[0,1]. A quantile-quantile plot will

show that there are departures, but it is difficult to detect where departures lie, when

r Our thanks to Ian Evett for this data
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the saqple sizes are large. A densfty estimatg of which a histograoo is a crude forrn,

however will est-imaie the disrtibrution of thc F-values for a partieular test. I,f a test is

csnsistent then its density e-Edrnqte $hould have a height of oqe on the interval [0rf1.

Tltat is. due t'o remdom fluctuation, ev€ry P-value is equally likely. ff a test h o,ot

'consi-btent then the inconsistencies w,i!l reveal therrselves as spikes and troughs in rhe

density estimate- Den:sity estimates requhe a lhrge body of data to be an accurate

ectimete of the distribution, Fo-r fiht reassn 10i000 s4qples were drawn with

replaeement for eachsample size aombination

The plots for the coqbinatious of n"=l0andar={2,3,4,5,6, l0} ;gr€,

prescoted because they demonstrate the advant4ges of W,elohb modification most

clea,rly. The combinatisru *ith ,s," = 6 produee siiuilarresults.
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Figure 3-B and Figure 3-9 higtrlight several points. The first is tbat Student's r-resr

has. a problem with over exchrs.ion. This is $hswn by the spikes in the tails of the
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density estimate plots. Welch's modification also has this problem but to a consistently

lesser extent. The second point is that Welch seefits to have corrected itself when there

are at least 3 recovered fragments and 10 control fragments. This is useful in that it

gives a rule of thumb for sample sizes in casework. Finally, Student's and Welch's

behave similarly when the sample sizes are equal. This is to be expected as it can be

shown that the t-scores for each test are equal when the sample sizes are equal. The

tests difler only in their degrees of freedorn, and the degrees for Student's t is greater

than or equal to the degrees of freedom for Welch's test, hence the P-values will be

similar.

3.5 Conclusions

From the evidence presented in this chapter and that of other simulation studies

Welch's modification must be advocated at the method of choice in the statistical

comparison of glass samples. To produce modestly consistent behavisur with Welch,s

modification, a control sample size to recovered sample size ratio of between l0:3 and

2:1 is suggested.
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Appendix A

The bqotsuapping schem€,is ae. follo',ws;

far h = l, .-., B

r Select.f by simpJe random safinplfug wirh roplaeetno,nt fro r X

r Select lb,y sinph randorn s-anrptingwith rep!rceqpat from f

o Calculate the standard t-sco r, ri, and tbo eorrespondiug degrees of

eedom, ff-r

r Calculate W"eleh's modifiod f-scote; vi, and the corresponding

degrees of freedo,q {6"

r Oontpute and recsrd n(rj > r*, 
), *O P"(d > %- )
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4 Grouping

4.1 Introduction

Any full analysis of a forensic glass case must allow for the possibility that

recovered fragments may have come from different sources, e.g. different crime

scenes. The first part of this chapter reviews past grouping algorithms, and offers a

new divisive approach. In the second part, the advantages of including grouping

information in an analysis are demonstrated.

4.2 The Grouping Problem rn Forensic Glass Analysis: A Divisive
Approach

Conventional clustering or grouping techniques rely on large sample sizes to

achieve their results. In a forensic examination it is uncofltrnon that the number of

recovered fragments will exceed 20, thus conventional techniques are not feasible. It is

desirable, if only for the reason of impartiality, to have an automatic method of

identifying groups within the recovered sample. This section will introduce a divisive

method for detecting groups and test its efFrcacy against the currently used

agglomerative methods using Monte carlo simulation techniques.
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4.2.1 Method

Assume that a sample of k fragments of glass is recovered from a suspect, and the

refractive index has been determined for each fragment. Identif,ing the sources of glass

or groups within the recovered sample is equivalent statistically to arranging the

sample so that the elements within a group are as alike as possible or minimising the

within groups sum of squ.ues and making the differences between the groups as large

as possible or maximising the between groups sum of squares. This can be achieved by

simply making each fragment in the recovered sample a group. Therefore there ought

to be a penalty for identifying more than one group in the sample. As k is generally

small it is intuitive that as much information as possible from the sample should be

used in any procedure, and it is this intuition that drives the divisive approach to the

grouping problem. Scott and Knott t54l were interested in finding where the

differences between the treatment means in an ANOVA lay via a clustering algorithm.

Their method is as follows:

consider a sample of k independent sample treatment means !t,..,,1* with

y, - N(F,,ot) and an independent estimate, .s2, of the common variance o2, where

vs' / oz - fr]-,. Now consider the possibiJity that there are two groups within the

treatments. kt Bobe the maximum value, taken over all possible partitions of the ft

treatments into two groups, of the between group sum of squares, i.e.

n, -- l(t,- t)' * tr.- - il(y, - j)'
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Bo = mAI(l-_y.-Jk B;

where, y,is the sample lrean sf the Eeans the ith group, i =.1,2. Initial$ it seems that

tbis involves coNnparing all zk-r -1 possible partitions, however, Fisher [64J shows

rhat if ths m€ans are sor,ted into ascending oqder" to ),tr11"...n.I1o1, then without loss of

generatrilyo-nlythe ft-l panitio,nsofrhetro* 
{r1,t,...,y(r)},{ru*,r,...,r1.1} needto

be eonsidered.tnt &! be tbe maxfunumlikelihood estirnate af o2 lrnder the.hypothesis

that all tfu Ft's are equal, i.e.

k

Eb' - rf +us'
A2 - t=t

k *v,

then it cajqbc showu [54] tbat under thc nrall bryothesis (a,n: t group) rhat

,- n -Bn""- z(o-il ei

is a-sJ4)lotically distributed f with ,o=# degrees of freedssr. Thus a testing

proced,uie oould invohie the following steps

Scott'KnoIt 1 (SKl)

1. Sort ),y'.,.,yr into ascending order .Ytr1tr,...n;l,61;
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Caleulate ouz

Find Bo, and record the p-osition that it was fouad (say,l)

Calculate 2 and vo

5. rf 1<fr,(a)thensplit )11y,...,ft1yinto {r1rr,...,r61}ana tyoot,...,ytol}

5. If tbere was ;a split in step 5, repeat stqps 2-5 for eech new subgpoup until

there are no more splits

Examptre:

Five recoveied samples were taken from 4 dirffereat NZ forensic cases BJ8O10,

BJBI69(Z)' BJE2I8 and 8J8226. The meus of these five samples were 1.5183400,

1.5159125,1,5247767 L5192570, and 1.5.!45786. The analpii of variance gave an F

ratio of 75J10.04 on44 do.grees of freedonr which suggesrc v,ery st-rongly that there is

a difference belween tlle s'anples. An independcnt estii'Dete of the rr:ariance was

L82x 10-e. SKI suggests the following separation of the meaRs of the sarnples:

,r*oru.1l 

-="<;

2

3.

/'

XT
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The recovered sarryle problem can be rewritten to fit the Scott and Knott ftamework,

where eaehrrean yu is now a single observation s'" afld so o.j: beeomes the rnaximum

Iikelihood estimate of ttle;s-smple v,afiance, i.e.

t(', -r)'
a&=4 

re

Unfortunate-ly; the aryrmptotie poperties no longe.r hold. This is easily denronstrated

by a qu4ntile-quqtilb (QQ) plo,t of the empirical quantileo of.the distribution of L

(with k=Zo, and Ha true) against rhe theoretical quantilor of a fi^,

2Ava=fi= l75 distribution
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QQ-Plot

Theoretical Quantiles from a Chi-squared
Distribution on 17.5df

Figure 4-1. QQ-plot of the empirical quantiles of the distribution of 2 (with
k =2o, and f/otrue) against the theoretical quantiles of a x:,,

20
vo =ilz= l7'5 distribution

If 2 is truly distributed fi,, then the empirical quantiles should be fairly similar to the

theoretical quantiles and so a plot of one versus the other should lie on the line ! = x .

Major deviation from this line is considered evidence that the assumption of 2 being

distributed g2 is invalid. For a good discussion of ee-plots see [65].

What is happening here? Investigation reveals that o?o is driven largely by rhe term,

st. In ANOVA there is usually sufficient information to take the within groups mean

-O
=\n€
!r
CA

'-!^V:+=
EJ4
H-AA'-v

E >ca
cdnE

E HO(gj!(.l
cvE
GI<)c)
'a
f r'l

I
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square as an independent estimate of s2, however this will never be the case with a

recovered glass sample. Therefore ol is very dependent on the total sum of squares.

This in turn destroys asymptotic properties of 1,. A solution is to find an independent

estimate of s2 and mod.iff 2 to incoqporate this information. To obtain an independent

estimate of s2, sarnple standard deviations from 201 recovered samples from New

Zealand case data were calculated and density estimated with a logspline density

estimator 166,671.

Density estimate of sample standard deviations from

Figure 4-2.Logspline density estfunate of sample standard deviations of
recovered samples from New Zealand, Case data

From Figure 4-2 it can be seen that the distribution is right-skewed and hence the

median may be a more robust estimate of the centre of the distribution. The median is

approximately 4J x 10-5. For the convenience of agreement with results from the UK

NZ case data
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[18] c, was chosen to be 4 x 10{ (thus sf = 16x 10t). Figure 2 suggesrs that this is a

reass,nable choice of,'s,fr, Thorefore a modificd Seott Krrott algoritbm is:

Scott-Knott Modifieatio-u 1. (SKMI)

1. ,Sort x,,...,.r*into ascending order .r1r;,...,r1*1

2. Flnd Bs, and record tbp,pssition that ft wae:found (saryj)

3. Calculate ^ 7t B"a = ,1oa);f and vo

4, ff a < fi,(u) rherrr splir xfl),...nt*)into 
{x1r1,...,"*,rr}and {*0*D,..",*goy}

5" Ilf there w.r!s a split in stqr 4, repear $eps 2-4 for eaoh ne,w subrgroup until

the.re are no more splits

For sKMl to work wetrx it is nec-essary for the assumpion that i* - fi, to ve, a

good one, This oau,be cheeked again by a ee-plot.
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QQ-Plot

30

Theoretical Quantiles from a Chi-squared
Distribution on 17.5df

Figure 4-3. QQ-plot of the empirical quantiles of the distribution of l- with
(with ,t =20, and r/otrue) against the theoretical quanriles of a

fin' vo = # = l7 5 distribution

Figure 4-3 indicates that the assumption that l* is distributed approximately 7,] is

fairly sound. The minor departure from the 45o lines is indication that the mulitplier,

v0, rnay be incorrect. However, this is for the situation when & = 20 , which is unusual

in forensic cases. When the sample size is much less than 20 then this skewness

becomes more exaggerated. Given that in general k <<20 and that computing power

is cheap, amore sensible ideawould be to test against the 100(1-a) quantile of the
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empirical sampling distribution of l. for a given sample size. These critical values are

Iisted in Table I in Appendix A.

Given the critical values in Table 1, and sj, the final version of the modified Scott

Knott algorithm is:

Scott-Knott Modification 2 (SKM2)

1. Sort x, ,.. ., xft into ascending order 1610. . ., r1*)

2. Find 4, and record the position that it was found (say,t)

3. Calculate i*= n B"
= z(n4i and uo

4. If L < L(a;k) then split r(,),...,x,*,into 
{r,,,,...,r,r,}and

rJ
tr(;*r)," "r(*)J

5. If there was a split in step 4, repeat steps 2-4 for each new subgroup until

there are no more splits

4.2.2 Testing

It remains to demonstrate SKM2's effectiveness and highlight its advantages over

current agglomerative methods. A brief description of the agglomerative methods is

needed. The fust method is due to Eve t and Lambeft [18].

consider a sample of /c recovered fragments with refractive indices x1rx2,..,,x1i
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Evett Lambert I (ELl)

sort x, ,x2,...,x0 into ascending order and label the sorted observations

r1t1'1121 n""J(r)

Select x,", where M is the greatest integer less than or equal ,o |, ".r.

if ft = ll, M =5.

Find the next nearest fragment to x1r.1, which will be x@_r) or r{r*,1 and

combine it with xg4 to form a group of 2. If the range of the group is

within the required limits find the next nearest fragment and compare the

range for a group of size 3 etc. The critical values, r(a;k), are listed in

Table 2 in Appendix A.

Repeat step 3 until all the elements are either in one group, or go to step 2

for any subgroups of size >1,

what are the required limits, ,(a;k) ? The critical values, r(a;k), are scaled

standardised normal ranges. The scaling factor used by Evett t17l is a weighted

estimate of the unknown standard deviation obtained from 230 control samples. The

critical values are listed in Table 2 in Appendix A.

In subsequent analysis Evett and Lambert [8] assunr that the recovered samples

come from normal distributions. It seems sensible then, to use percentage points from

the empirical sampling distributions of the range of a sample of size k from a normal

distribution, rather than the ranges used by Evett [7]. These values are listed in Table

3 in Appendix A. This modified algorithm is denored ELMI:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Evett Lambert Modification 1 (ELMI)

1. sort x,2x2,...tx1,into ascending order and label the sorted observations

161,r1z;'...'r(r)

Check that the range o1xoy,r1z),...,r(*), r = r1r; -1111 is less than or equal

to the 100(1- a)Vo critical value in Table 3 in Appendix A, r(a;k). It

r < r(a;k) then the fragments are considered to have come from only one

source and therefore there is no need to go any further. If this is not the

case, i.e. r > ,(a;k), then go to step 3.

select x,-, where M is the greatest integer less than or equal ,o !, ".r.

if ft=II, M=5.

Find the next nearest fragment toJr1r1, which wil be x(u_r) or r{r*r1 and

combine it with xlsy to form a group of 2. If the range of the group, r, is

within the required limits find the next nearest fragment and compare the

range for a group of size 3 etc. The required limits are listed in Table 2 in

Appendix A.

5. Repeat step 3 until all the elements are either in one group, or go to step 2

for any subgroups of size >1.

A further modification to ELMI is proposed with an alternative starring procedure to

avoid the possibility that the algorithrn may srart on the edge of a group. This

algorithm is denoted ELMI2 and replaces steps 3 and 4 in ELMI with

a
J.

4.
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3. Find the smallest gap berween the fragmenrs, i.e. find i and j such that

tt.
Irtrt -x,,,1 isminimisedfor l< i<i<k

ll4. If lrt1-"r,rls r(a;Z), i.e. if the range of the group consisting of

fragments x,,, and 
"(r) 

b less than the range of a group of size 2 from a

normal distribution find the nearest neighbour to 16; or r(i) and compare

the range against r(af) etc.

The procedure to test the various methods is simple. A sample of size ft is

generated. This sample contains fragments from two dffierent sources. There are nl

fragments from the fust source and n, from the second. The normal distributions that

represent each source are three standardised differences apart. That is the first n,

fragments come from a normal distribution with a mean, p, = 30 and a varianca, o z

and the second n, fragments come from a normal d.istribution with a mean, Hr = 0,

and a variance, a2. This creates two groups with a standardised distance

ll
6 =ry= 3 between rhem. For each test (sKM z, ELI,ELMI, ELM2), and fora

each combination of n, and nrsuch that nr*fl2=k, 10,000 samples are generated,

and the number of times the test failed is recorded, i.e. when the test did not detect

that there were two groups. As previously noted o was taken as 4 x lO-s.
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6=l>j Groue 2 mean

Group I fragments

Croup 2 fragments

(a) Two Normal populations with equal variance and standardized difference in their means of l.
Approximately 3 | 7o of the tail area is in common.

(b) Two Normal populations with equal variance and standardized differencc in their means of 2.
Approximately 16% of the tail area is in common.

tl
Group I mean l.+6=3.+t Group 2 mean

Group I fragments
Group 2 fragments

x
(c) Two Normal populations with equal variance and standardized difference in their means of 3.
Approximarely lVo of rhe tail area is in common.

Figure 4-4. Percentage of tail area in common for l, 2 and 3 standard differences in
mean.

Usually tests that compare detection properties consider d = 1, 2, 3. Figure 4-4 shows

a possible forensic situation. In the cases where 6 = I and 5 =2 it can be seen that

v

x

Group I mean l+6=2+t, Group2mean
ll

Group I fragments

Group 2 fragments

x
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the possibility of that the fragments all come from one source is too high. Simulation

indicates that the cases for 6 > 3 are improvements on d = 3, and hence only results

for 6 = 3 are shown. Note that in the case where the algorithms are stopped after

detecting two groups ELMI and ELM2 are identical.
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4.2.3 Reillte
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Figure 4-5. Pow,er eompari$ons of ELl, ELIUI and SK[d2.

Figute 4-5 shows the differences in per,formarrces of the three algorithms when

\=4 andn, =2,3,4,5,,6,10. For exar[pler when the true situation is two

sorufoes, with four fr4ments frem the firgt source; r\=4, two fragpents ftom ttre

,second soutrge, nz =2, and with the means of the nomal distfibutions that represent

the two soutrces ttrEe stand'ardi$ed differences apart, (d=3), thea SKMZ fails to

detest that there are two groups ?d% of the time. Uader the same aqsuryrio-ns ELMI

fails to detect two groups 29% of tbetirne asd ELl fails to detect two grorup€ 63Va. of

the tirre. The ELl, ELMI and SKM-2 tests exhibit stroqg sarnple size effecrc. For

ELI\4[I aud S.-KNI[Z' as the amPle sLve, nu, increases so does the power of detection.

ELl, however", strows a decrease in power of detection as the sample size increases.

Figure 4-10 fu,! Appendix B gives results for a, , f,z -2, 3, 4,5, 6. l0 and shows that

SKMZ coiasistentl5r out-perfor-,uls ELMI for all comtiinations of the two san4t-le sizes,
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q and n". Initiall)t the results for ELI seem a little bizarre, however tbe behaviour ie

easily explainable"

aa
a

Q.aa

oo

ll

l

15

Samplesize

Figure 4-6. comparisons of the crltical runge values u.sed ih ELI amd EI\{l

Figure 4-6 sho',vs how rnuch fu gjVo erftieal vaftres from Table 3 would have to be

increased to rnateh the 9:5ve critical values in table a, e.g.r(o.o,sp,0) torn Table 3

wonld have to be inereased W 40% to match tbe 95% critical value, for rho rsqgle of

sample of qize 20 fronaTable 2. Thus as the s.arrple sizo becomes bigger EL_l has more

and rnsre dtfficulty detecting the two gr€uBs.

ot
Bern
c,r

so,E E"Is)!5
Ooro>r ?,ob€^o'tr
HC'
c)botrF
s

z0:l0
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4.2.4 Robwtnees

Tlre restilte givel tL 4.2.3 densrastrate the optimality of SKIVIZ under ideal

esnditisns. [t remains to show SKM2's supor:io.r perforurance and robustness under

conditions that are less tha,n ideal.

"Trste is evidence tlwt same errors of observation follow a Type Wtr la*t

witk index aboat 4" - l$i&).

TVe dnaw data, not from the nornal witfl rnean 0 and vrniance oz as in section

4.2.3,, b,trt following Jeffiey-s' su,ggestion ftom a .r-dibtribution with 4 deg_rees of,

fteedom soalbd to have variance a2.In eoutparison to tho normal distribution the r-

distributisn has heavier tails and hence sarnples from this distributlon will ap-pear ro be

motespruid.
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Figure 4-7. Robustness coryarisons ofEL , Elltdl and SKIVI2 with respeer t9 power.

Figur,e 4-7 shsws the differences in perfornrances of the ELMI and SKld2

algorittrms for a Barticr,llar combination of n, and & in eomparison to the previous

simulation results for SKlv2, e.g. when \=,4 and n, =2and the statrdardised

diffetence in the reans is three ( 6 = 3 ) then SKIV{2 fails to detect that there are two

groups 24%o af the dtrre if sarnples are drawn frsm two normal digtr,ibutions. SKN{Z

fails to deteet that there arc two groups ?2?o and ELI\41 fails to detect two gtoups

369a af th€ time if tbe saruples are drawn from scaled t4 distributio,ns. The ELM1 and

SKIVI2 te^sts again exhibit strong saoplb size effects. As the sample,size inc.reases the

results for SKlvIZ drawing from rn distributions become' more lilce the results for

SKM2 dra'wing from norrnal distributions. Examination of Figtrre 4-7 show-s that

Si(tr\/I2 out-pe,rforus ELMI in all cases, and Figure 4-l I h Appendix A gives resutrts

for n, , ftz =2, 3,'4,5, 6. [0, In al! these cases SKDI42 outperforms E1J\{l.
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N

V)

The SKM2 algorithm has been salibrakd so that under ideal conditions it will only

nrake a. qpe I rlristake (a false detection o.f two groups) a%o af the time. When the

conditions become leos than ideat (e.g, flo) theo S.Ig\42 rnay make more than a% fak;e

deteetions. The figure a is called the size of the test.

2,3 4 5 6 'l I91CI 12

Sample size

Figure 4-8. S,i2e otSKM2 test for different samtrlle sizes

Figure 4-8 giv'es the s-ize of the SKM2 algorithm for sarryIe sizes ranging frorn 2 to

20 recsvered fragments, w,hen sarrpling frorr a norm4l d'istribution with a variance of 2

and a r* scaled by its staudard deviation S&en the extra variatisn is not accounted

for, i.e" in the Y(Od situation, the sine beconBs unacceptably high with increases in

s,ample sDe. For example, for a sample of size 20 ftom a /V(02) distribution the size

of the SKMZ test i5 ne.arly---------------- LAAVs,:i,e! groups arc detecrc-d when th,ere are none nearly
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IffiVo of th€ ti'oe, The e.xtra variation calr be adjusted for by scaling the observationss.

When the extra v:ariation in a to is adjusretl for, tbe size soems to stabilise around 8%.

This is not far from the stated 5%.

2 3 4 5 6 7 I !:. 10 l2

$ample siae

Figpue 4-9. Size of ELM1 tesr for differeut sample sizes

Figure 4-9 gives the pictue for the safiE size experiment carried out using ELIvIl.

Although the h'end is ttn sanne, when the extra variadou is taken into account ELMI

still tras a size af abaat XTVa.

4.2.5 Conclusions

There seeuo.s lirtle question that the perfor,rnanee of SKN'I2 far exceods that of ELl.

SKX\f2 consistently outper,forrns ELkII by a 'reasonable amount. The rates of

r'nisde,tectiO,n for very vnall sarnples are sligfuIy lrigh but due to the laek of infurrnatisn

5 Atthough the population variances are usualiy uol<noUm, sometirnes ure have extra information abclrlt
the v,ariation in for a certain type of $ass. E.g. container glass is knornrr to have rnore rrariation that
wiodow glas-

?0l8r6l:4
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in these cases this is not unexpected. SKM2 must be advocated in place of grouping

algorithms based on ELI or modifications of it.
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Appendix A

4
5

6
7
I
I

10
11

3.73
5.74
7.3e
8.88

14.23
11.47
12.81
],3.,83

15.18
76,42
ilt.42
\8.7,9
19.78
20,99
22.13
22"9t
u,25
25.42
26.45

5.33
7 il8
9.56

1,0.91

\'2.32
x3.51
15.23
t6,3X
t7.54
18.89
19.84
21.24
22.49
2::3.7't

24.80
25.53,

n.os
28.1:L

29.2A

9.29
11.8I
t'3.45
15,2r
16.94
1E.29

20.&
2r,82
2i.o9
24.20
25.44
?7:03
28fiz
29,84
31.40
3-1.61

i2166
34.05
35.45,

12

l3
t4
15
l6
t7

8

19
2a

Table L:9b9o,959o gnd 99Va critkaLv:a,ltrres far L given &.
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10,000 x
g5'h

ercentile
2

J

4
5

6

7

8

9
10

1t
I2
l3
t4
l5
r6
I7
t8
I9
20

1.13

r.46
1.68

1.86

1.98

2.09
2.21
2.29
2.36
2.M
2.50
2.56
2.6r
2.66
2.70
2.74
2.78
2.82
2.85

Table 2: 95Vo critical values for the range of a sample of size k from a normal

distribution scaled by a weighted estimate of standard deviation [17].
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z
3

4
5
6

7
E

9'

10,

11

t2
l3
L4

15

16

lV
18

19

20

0.93
1.16
1.28

1"38
1.46
r.52
t.5v
tr.62
1.65

1.70
L.7L

l,v4
1.77

t.x9
1,80,

1.81

l;85
1.86
1,87

t.47
r.65
'!,,77
1.83

1.9o
1.96
2.A3
2,0;6

2.0v
2.T.7

2,14
2.t5
2,1,6

2"t8
2.t9
2,.I9

90"
percentile

1:

g5tb

pe.rcentile

05;k
1..11

L.32
L,M
1.54

l"e0
1.65
1.7X

7;76,
1.80
1'83
1.84
1.88
1.88
1..9e

1,94

L94
1.98
1.99
2.00

ggtr

per,centile

2.20
2"24
2.2V

Table 3; 9ATa,95% and 999o oritlcal values for the lange of a sample of sbe ,€ fro6 a

iv(0, d)aistribution
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4.3 The Effect of Including Grouping Information

4.3.1 Introduction

In the evaluation of the evidence the possibility that there may be more than one

source of glass must be allowed for. This section will demonstrate the advantages and

costs of obtaining this information. Lindley and others have argued that a true

Bayesian interpretation should consider a likelihood based on all possible arrangements

of the recovered fragments. While this may be desirable, it is not yet practical. The

reason for this is the sheer number of combinations. If n fragments are recovered from

a suspect, then the number of possible groupings or partitions of those fragments is

given by

nsr
= /S(n,i)

i=l

where S(rz,;) is a Stirling number of the second kind. To demonstrate how rapidly rhis

number grows, take a case where 10 fragments are recovered from the suspect. There

are 115,975 ways to partition the data. The enumeration of these possibilities is no

trivial task. Thus, this section will show that it is advantageous to include the grouping

information as it stands in any analysis, both in terrns of the credibility of the

prosecution and fairness to the defendant. The use of grouping in any statistical

interpretation of glass evidence must be advocated.

;i;,-')-(, jo),,-0,'
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4.3.2 Methodology

Consider the following hlpothetical crime:

A window is smashed during a burglary. Some time later a suspect is apprehended and

his clothes, shoes and hair combings are taken as evidence. A forensic scientist finds a

number, n,, of tiny fragments of glass upon the suspect's clothing The police provide

the forensic scientist with an assortment of fragments from the window, from which

nc Ne selected. Each fragment is labelled and its refractive index (RI) is determined by

the standard immersion test [5] and recorded. This information is passed to a

statistician who must present statistical evidence to assess whether the'fragments of

glass recovered from the suspect are indeed from the window at the crime scene.

Control Sarnple

rrrlrrr
I

--l

o O Recovered Sampte 2

Recovered Sample I I

RI

Figure 4- 12. Experimental situation

Figure 4-12 shows a possible case situation. The forensic scientist may find that

within the recovered fragments there appears to be some separation, i.e. there may be

evidence to suggest that the fragments do not all come from the same source and

indeed may not have come from the crime scene at all.

O
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ControlSample
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Recovered Sample I I o@ @@@o O Recovered Sample 2

RI

Figure 4-13. Real situation

Figure 4-13 shows a possibility for the real situation. The fragments represented by

the gray circles are crime scene fragments ttaat were not recovered, perhaps because

they fell from the offender's clothing before he was interviewed. The forensic scientist

is left with something of a dilemma. Should she treat the fragments as having all come

from one source or should she treat the recovered fragments as having come two

separate sources, with the possibility of a least one of the sources being the crime

scene? If the latter method is chosen, should both groups of fragments be compared to

the crime scene sample? This section wiII attempt to answer these questions.

It is assumed that:

There are ncfragments of glass in the control sample.

The sample of n, recovered fragments conrc from two distributions that are

possibly different. n,, fragments from the first distribution and n,, fragments

from the second distribution.

l.

ii.

iii. These samples have population means p",1t,,, and. F,. respectively.
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iv. These samples have common population standard deviation, oo.

v. The usual sample notation applies, e.g. Ic.,1,,, arrdj,r.

vi. All significance testing is carried out at the 95Vo level.

This situation was simulated assuming that

A-l The RI's for the conrrol sample are distriburca U(pr,fi)

A-2 The RI's for the recovered samples are distributed *@r,o!), f =LZ

respectively

Given that the standardised distance between the mean of the control fragment RI's,

ltc, and the mean of the first recovered sample, ,ttn , is denoted 6" and the

standardised distance between the two recovered sample means is given by 6,, then

three different situations were examined

s-l rhe recovered fragments are treated as having come from one source .

S-2 It is assumed that the forensic scientist knows that the recovered fragments

come from two distributions, and knows the true source of each (even

though this is unlikely in practice).

S-3 The forensic scientist uses the divisive method of Triggs and Curran [3] to

determine whether the recovered fragments come from one or more

distributions.
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lvlonte earlo simulation was used to generate 10,000 sanprhs of size u" = X,0

no =nr, =3 for each csrr,lbiqation of 6, =L$t, l.l, ..,., 4.9., 5"0 and

dt=l,Q l.t...n 4.9,5.0 where co=4x10-5, For eact sanEle, each situation

detects one or rmre groups of recovered frag'lrenB. A tjtest using Welch's xhodified t

was perfoffrrcd for the di;fference in rwo sarryle @,ans for each recov€red group and

the control. Wpower wae recordbd for each test.

Po,rvets in these exleriments isdefircd as:

the prapa.rtian of tirnes otat af IA,00O' dia tlw t-tes.t managed, to rejeet the

nall hypathesis for one or more of tha'graups.

6 Actually this is just an unplrieal cuJness rarc b eagh situation, but it is eonvenient to use the nctisn
ofpower.
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4.3.3 Results

Figure 4-14. Power calculations from simulation s-l: Ignoring grouping
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delta.r

Figure 4-15. Contour plot of power calculations from simulation S-l: ignoring grouping

Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15 show how the proportion of successful rejections (or

power) changes with different values of d, and d" for experimental situation S-1. This

plot highlights the dangers of treating the recovered fragments as coming from one

source when they do not. When the control sample mean is bracketed by the two

recovered sample means, i.e. p,, < p.3 ll,r, then the t-test is unable to detect a

difference between the mean of the combined recovered samples, F,, and the mean of

the control fragments, p.. when pc moves outside the bracket, i.e. lt,3 F,r 3lrr, or

Fn 3 lt, < p" then the r-tesr is able to reject the null hlpothesis.
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Figure 4-16. Power calculations from simulation S-2: known grouping
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Figure 4-17. Contour plot of power calculations from simulation S-2: known grouping

Figure 4-16 shows how the power changes with different values of J, and 4

when it is assumed that the recovered fragments come from two different sources.

Recall that in this situation, it is the proportion of times the t-test manages to reject

either null hypothesis for the difference between the mean of the control and recovered

sample one and the difference between the mean of the control and recovered sample

two. From Figure 4-17 it can be seen that wherever 6, = 6, the t-test will not reject

the null hypothesis ( 100 x (t - a)Eo of the time at least) for rhe test between F" Md

p,, because the null is true. When d, is small the /-test will have difficulty detecting a

It, md 1,,, but as d" and d. increase, then the difference between p. and 1t,,

becomes more marked, and thus power increases. However, the power in this situation
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is tempered b,y ttre fact that: a) the sample size is snunller, and thus the enpifieal power

is lower, and b) that p" = Frr, ss at leas, : one h5rpothesb ohouild not rejoct. rf 6" > 6r,

tbon p, { Fr 3l1o, so the power increases as d; mgves away from d,., Howevcr, the

c-hange in power is not quite as rapid as fu tbg S-l ease because tho recovered sanrple

size bau been halved. Sfunilarty when 6,7 6", theu- F,, s g s 1t,,, i-e. the e-ontro'l rlxean

is in between tbe two reeovered means. The distances betweetr the trro recovercd

@ans and the eCIntrol areequatr when U" =*. The power is lowest along this [ine. As

d. aod d; iacrease tbe power will incr,e'aoe, b.u.t at a $lowcr xate beearrlse of a higher

prroportiCIn of acceptances in the tests.,
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Figure 4-18. Power calculations from simulation S-3

Figure 4-18 shows the power for changing d, and d, conditional on having passed

through the divisive grouping method of Triggs and Curran, i.e. in this case, assuming

that the grouping method found n groups, n=1,2,...,n,, then the power is the

probability that at least one of the n groups rejected the null hypothesis of no

difference. At first glance it appears that grouping offers a tremendous increase in

power. However given that the grouping method is predisposed to finding two or

more groups, it is more likely that the increased power is a manifestation of

substantially increased Type I error. That is, because more hypothesis tests are being

carried out, it is more likely that a false rejection will occur. The differences between
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Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-18 are still worth observing directly because they offer some

insight into the advantages and disadvantages of grouping.

Figure 4-19. Differences in S-2 and S-3 with respect to power

Figure 4-19 shows the differences between Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-18. When d,

is small, i.e. less than three, then the chance of detecting more than one source is small,

say IO-3jVo (see [3] for reasons), therefore the situation becomes similar to S-1, and

has the same sort of properties. As d, increases, then the chance of finding the two

separate groups of fragments increases and the power behaves more like s-2.
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Figqre 4-20. csntour plot of difforences ur pourer caleulations for s-2 and s-3

Figurs 4-20 sbsws a eentour plot of the power difihrence ifformation giveu in

Figure 4-I9. The eontour plot provides ssrne additional directional informatjan about

the surface in Figure 4-19. It can be seen that the difference situation -S-3 has more

Poiwer when 6".> 6, and , and d. rernainu r,e-lativetry qmall This is can be explained in

ter,rns of a larger sample size in this situatisn S&en 6, ) 5, and 4 remains relativety

snratrtr' then situatiort S-2 has rnsre power. The reason for this is a co,rl inadon o,f

inereased Type I error in $-2 aud tho very low power of the ,grouptng procedure in S-

3.
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5 The Interpretation of Elemental Composition

Measurements from Forensic Glass Evidence

5.1 A Hypothesis Testing Approach to the Interpretation of

Elemental composition Measurements from Forensic Glass

Evidence

5.1.1 fntroduction

Glass evidence has great potential for associating a person who has recently broken

a glass window or container with the source of the glass. The analysis of glass

evidence consists of comparing the physical and chemical properties of a fragmenr

retrieved from a suspect to a possible source of the glass and then assessing the value

of that association. In the case where the fragments are sufficiently large, coincidental

edges may be found or density, color and thickness comparisons can be attempted. The

typical glass transfer case, however, produces very small recovered fragments and the

only analyses that are typically performed are refractive index (RI) and elemental

composition comparisons.

Since the introduction of the float process for the manufacture of flat glass by

Pilkingtons in the 1950's, the quality of flat glass has improved. Along with the

improved manufacturing methods and optimisation of formulations, the range of

variation for RI over the most common flat glass has become narrower. An example of

this improved manufacturing are observations from glass plants (float and container)
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where the R[ of the glass product is found to be indistinguishable over a period of a

year or more [11,69].

The distribution of refractive indices for vehicle glass however shows no evidence

of narrowing. One hypothesis that may explain this phenomenon is that while the

distribution of RI's may be narrowing for a particular glass manufacturer, the glass

market has become more international. That is, purchasers of vehicle glass are no

longer constrained to buying glass from one manufacturer, and in fact may buy from

many manufacturers depending on price (Pers. cofllm. J. Buck]eton, 1996).

Workers have found that elemental composition comparisons add discrimination

potential to distinguish between glass fragments when RI does not [10,70,71]. The

elements of interest are the minor and trace elements: Aluminium (Al), Iron (Fe),

Magnesium (Mg), Manganese (Mn), strontium (sr), Zirconium (Zr), calcium (ca),

Barium (Ba) and Titanium (Ti). Trace elements such as Sr and 7r ue presenr in the

low parts per million concentration range and, preliminary work on small data sets has

shown that these elements have little discernible correlation with the other elements

[11,71], which makes them very good discriminating ..probes".

Traditional treatment of the data involves determining the mean concentration and

the standard error for each element and then comparing the means using a "3 sigma

rule" and testing the match criteria to determine if the ranges overlap for all of the

elements. If any of the elements fails this test, then the fragments are considered not to

match.

This paper will demonstrate a statistical test that has marked advantages over the "3

sigma rule" approach.
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5.1.2 The multiple comparison problem

The elemental composition of each fragment in the control and recovered samples is

determined using either SEIWEDAX (Scanning Electron Microscope Energy

Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence), WDDGF (Wavelength Dispersive X-ray

Fluorescence),ICPAvIS (Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry) or ICP/AES

(Inductively coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry). The range of

concentrations measured are from the low percent to the low pafis per million,

depending on the element. The mean and the standard deviation are calculated for each

elemental concentration in each sample. The standard treatment of the data has been to

compare the intervals defined by adding and subtracting three times the standard error

of the mean of an element concentration to the mean concentration for the control and

recovered samples respectively. If the intervals overlap for every discriminating

element then samples are said to match. However, if any one intewal does not overlap

then the samples are said to not match.

This approach has two problems. The fnst is the problem of multiple comparisons.

For the comparison of a single pair of means, the "3 sigma" rule has small false

rejection rate. This false rejection rate is expected to be much higher when small

numbers of fragments are being compared. In addition, each comparison for each

element has the same rate of false rejection, however the overall rate is much larger,

even if the elemental concentrations are independent. Consider the following: I have an

extremely biased coin, with the probability of getting a tail equal to pr(r) = p = 0.01.

The outcome of each coin toss is independent of any previous toss. If the number of

tosses, n, is fixed and X is the random variable that records the number of tails

observed, then X is binomially distributed with parameters n, and p. This experiment is
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analogous to making pairwise comparisons on n element concentrations. If n = l0 and

the probability of a false rejection on any one element is 0.01, then the probability that

at least one false rejection will be made is 0.096 or 9.6Vo, so the overall false reiection

rate is nearly l0 times higher than the desired rate. In general if the false rejection rate,

or size, of a procedure is a for a single comparison, and n independent comparisons

are performed, then the overall size is approximately nx a. A simple solution is to

increase this width of the intervals so that the size of the individual comparison i, I .
n

This is known as the Bonferroni correction and its immediate draw back is obvious - as

n, the number of elements, increases it becomes almost impossible to detect any

difference between the two means for any particular element.

The second problem with the "3 sigma" approach is that is fails to take into account

any estimated correlation between the elements. That is increased concentration of one

element may be associated with increased or decreased concentration of another.

Failure to include this information in 10 elements may result in severe under or over

estimation of any joint probability.

A solution to both these problems is the multivariate analogue to Student's t-test.

5.1.3 lfotellingts Tz ' L method for comparing two multivariate mean vectons

Student's t-test, and Welch's modification have been used and discussed extensively

in the treatment of refractive index measurements [18,24]. Comparison of glass

samples with respect to refractive indices involves examines the standardised distance

between the two sample means. Hotelling's Z2 (named after Harold Hotelling, the first

statistician to obtain the distribution of the T2 statistic) is a multivariate analosue of
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the t-test, that examines the standardised squared distance between two points in n-

dimensional space [72]. These two points, of course, are given by the estimated mean

concentration of the discriminating elements in both samples.

Suppose that n, fragments have been recovered from the suspect, and n" control

fragments have been selected from a crime scene sample, and that n, + n, > p + I ,

where p is the number of elements considered, then Z2 has a scaled F distribution

ry2 b" * r, -2)pr'-diAFp'"*n'-p-l

Use of the F-distribution depends on two assumptions about the statistical distribution

of the data: 1) both samples come from a multivariate normal distribution and 2) both

populations have the same covariance structure F3], i.e. the individual variances of the

elements are the same in each population, and the correlation between any two

elements is the same in each population. Large values of. Tz are evidence against the

hypothesis of no difference between the two populations, i.e. evidence against a match

[72].
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5.1.4 Examples

The data in the following examples come from two distinct sources, one brown

bottle and one colourless bottle taken from a different process line at the same plant at

the same time. Ten fragments were taken from each bottle and the concentrations of

the (p = S) elements aluminiurq calciunr, bariurn" iron, and magnesium were

determined by ICP/AES.

The fust example uses five fragments from the brown bottle as a control sample

(n. = 5) and the remaining five fragments from the same bottle as a recovered sample

(n. = s) so that the population means are truly equal. Hotelling's T2 = l!.69 and

4.n(0.01) = 1552, so

T2=I1.69<<ffi4,o(0.01)=l04'l(0.0l)=155.2l.

As 72 is comparatively small in relation to F thus there is no evidence to reject the null

hypothesis, i.e. there is no evidence to suggest that the two samples come from

different sources, which is the correct conclusion.

The second exar,nple takes the ten fragments from the brown bottle as the control

sample ("" = tO) and the ten fragments from the colourless bottle as the recovered

,/\
sample (n, : 10J. The null hypothesis is therefore false, i.e. the population means are

truly different. Hotelling's ft = 708.86 and ^{.,n(0.01) = 4.69, so
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12 = 708.80 - ffiffi 4,,n(o.ot) = ff 4.-,0.01) = .,lAz

In this example ft is comparatively large in relation to F thus there is very suong

evidence to reject the null hypothesis, i.e. there is very strong evidence to suggest that

the two samples come from dffierent sources.

5.1.5 Conclusions

Hotelling's Tz test for the difference in two mean vectors provides a valid

statistical method for the discrimination between two samples of glass based on

elemental data. The user may decide whether or not to include a refractive index

measurefrEnt comparison, but the test remains the same. The properties of the test are

closer to the desired properties of the "3 sigma" rule than the rule itself. Hotelling's T2

must be advocated in place of any algorithrns based on the "3 sigma" rule or

modifications of it.

In general, however, as advocated by Dr. Evett and others, it would be highly

desirable to abandon tests altogether and move towards a direct calculation of a

likelihood ratio from continuous multivariate data. This idea is pursued in the next

section.
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5.2 A Continuous LR Approach to the Interpretation of Elemental
Composition Measurements from Forensic Glass Evidence

5.2.1 Introduction

In the previous section Hotelling's / test, a multivariate equivalent of Student's r-

test, for determining a "match" between glass fragments recovered from a suspect and

a control sample of glass fragments was introduced. While Hoteiling's t' test is

certainly a better approach than the "3 sigma" method it is still subject to the

weaknesses inherent in any hypothesis testing approach. Hypothesis testing suffers

from three main problems in the forensic arena. The frst problem is that hypothesis

tests faii to incorporate relevant evidence, such as the relative frequency of the

recovered glass and the mere presence of glass fragments. The second problem is what

Ken Smalldon termed the "fall offthe cliff'effect. It seems illogical rhat if a probability

of 0.989999 is returned from a hypothesis test then it should be deemed as a "match"

when a probability of 0.990001 would be a "non-match", particularly when these

probabilities are calculated under distributional assumptions which (almost certainly)

do not hold. The third problem is that hypothesis testing does not answer the question

of interest to the court. Robertson and Vignaux [25] argue that presentation of a

probability answers the pre-data question "What is the probability of a match if I carry

out this procedure?" rather than the post-data question "How much does this evidence

increase the likelihood that the suspect is guilty?" Ir is of course the latter that the

court is interested in.

The suggestion to take a Bayesian approach to these problems is by no means novel

[27], and the continuous extension has been used in deaiing with refractive index based
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data [24] This section will extend the continuous approach for multivariate (elemental

composition) data.

5.2.2 The continuous likelihood ratio for elemental observations

Walsh et al. l24l discuss a ca.se where a pharmacy window is broken. Fragments of

glass were retrieved from two suspects, and compared with a sample of fragmenrs

from the crime scene on the basis of mean refractive index. Both recovered samples

just fail their respective t-tests and that is where the matter might end. However there

are a number of aspects contradictory to the conclusion that the fragments did not

come from the crime scene window. Both offenders had a large number of fragmenrs

of glass on their clothing. Studies [4,6,29] have shown that large groups of glass

fragments on clothing is a reasonably rare event on people unassociated with a crime.

Examination suggested that the recovered fragments came from a flat float glass object

- again a relatively rare event, and paint flakes recovered from one of the suspec$

were unable to be distinguished from the paint in the window frame at the crime scene.

Thus the weight of the evidence supports the suggestion that both suspects were at

the crime scene when the window was broken. This is a classic example of Lindley's

paradox [52], although Lindley himself refers to it as Jeffreys' paradox. Although the

samples fail the t-test, the results are still more likely if they had come from the same

source than from different sources.

Walsh et al. propose an extension to the ideas put forward by Evett and Buckleton

t28l which retains grouping information while dropping the match/non-match

approach. The formula under consideration in their specific case is
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where

To

TL

Po

P,

,sr

LR = To*
rLPof (x -Fls*,sr) (5-s4)

4s,t(r)

= the probability of that no glass fragments were transferred

= the probability of 3 or more glass ftagments being transferred

= the probability of a person having no glass on their clothing

= the probability of a person having one group of glass on their clothing

= the probability that a group of glass on clothing contains 3 or more

fragments

9F) = the value of the probability density for float glass at the mean of the

recovered sample, usually obtained from a density estimate.

f (X -FlS*,Sr) = the value of the probability density for rhe difference

of two sample means. This is simply an unscaled r-distribution using

Welch's modification to Student's t test.

The term Zs is generally small, and hence can be dropped without significant loss in

generality or accuracy. Therefore equation 5-54 can be rewritten as

LR=ffJr",^, (s-s6)

(5-s8)
f (v -Fls",.s")
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In a case where the glass evidence is quantified by elemental composition rather than

by refractive index, the only change in evaluating the likelihood ratio is the method for

evaluating /4,,,,.

Hotelling's Tz is a multivariate analogue of the t-test, that examines the

standardised squared distance between two points in n-dimensional space. These two

points, of course, are given by the estimated mean concentration of the discriminating

elements in both samples. It seems logical that the multivariate form of lr"on should

replace f(F-ZtS*,Sr) with the unscaled probability density function for the

distribution of T2. This, however is not.quite as simple as it sounds. If there are nc

control fragments and n,recovered fragnrents to be compared on the concentration of

p different elements, and n"*fl,) p+1, and it is assumed that l) the elemental data

of the whole of the control population (window/container/bottle) and the whole of the

recovered population is multivariate normal and 2) both populations have the same

covariance structure [73], i.e. the individual variances of the elements are the same in

each population, and the correlation between any two elements is the same in each

population. If these assumptions are true then Z2 has an F distribution scaled by the

sample sizes, i.e.

,r--@"*r,-z)p-, .="zF' ("" * tt, -p - 0 
t p'n'+n'-p-t - v r pt'+n'-p-l

t17

where



^2_L-

(n" + n, -z)p- (r"+n,-p-r)

Thus /(F-FlS",.Sr) should be replaced by the value of the unscaled probability

density for an F-distribution on p and, n"+n,-p-l degrees of freedom 
" +, and

c

i(f )should be replaced by the value of a multivariate probability density estimate at

the recovered mean 7 (recall that 7 is now a pxlvector). However, the scaling

factor in the multivariate case is a matrix, while b"th f(+]*a A(f) are scalars, so
\L )

lr"ou, could be evaluated, but the result would be a matrix and have no intuitive

meaning. The solution to this problem comes from the way Hotelling's T' test works.

Hotelling's Z2 finds a the linear combination of the variables that maximises the

squared standardised distance between the two mean vectors. More specifically, there

is some vector I (pxl) of coefficients such that l'(7 -F) quantifies the maximum

population difference. That is if T2 rejects the null hypothesis of no difflerence then

f (7 - P) will have a non-zero mean [72]. This fact provides the solution. If I can be

found (and it can - see Appendix A) then it can be shown that a new statistic ri (see

Appendix A for the definition) has the same distribution as It [72] but has a scaling

factor that is not a matrix. The numerator of lr,on, therefore becomes

fQ'6-f)rr,). Ttr" numerator is the height of a probability density for an F-

1

distribution on p and. n"+n,-p-l degrees of freedom at + transformed back to rhe
c-
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scale of the linear combination. The denominator must be on the same scale, thus it

becomes the value of a univariate probability estimate density at l'Y .

5,2.3 Examples

The data in the following examples come from two distinct sources, one green

bottle and one colourless bottle taken from the same plant at the same time. Ten

fragments were taken from each bottle and the concentrations of aluminiuq calcium,

barium, iron, and magnesium (p = S) were determined by ICP/AES. The quantities,

TL, Po, P, and ,S. are taken to be those given nl24J, so that

LR = 8lr"on

The first example uses five fragments from the green bottle as a control

sample ("" = 5) and five fragments from the same bottle as a recovered sample

(n, = 5)so that the population means are truly equal. lr"o* =2,600 so in this case the

evidence would be 20,800 times more likely if the suspect was at the crime scene rhan

if he wasn't.

The second example takes the ten fragments from the green bottle as the control

sample (n" = l0) and the ten fragments from the colourless bottle as the recovered

sample (2, =10), so the null hypothesis is false, i.e. the population means are truly

different. Ir"o*=4x10-10.Because lr,on, issosmall,thetermrsinequation5-1 now

determines the LR. If fo is taken at a typical value of around 0.l" then, in this case the
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evidence would be l0 times less likely if the suspect was at the crime scene than if he

wasn't, i.e- the evidence against the suspect strongly disputes the h1'pothesis that the

suspect was at the crime scene.

5.2.4 Conclusions

Hotelling's T2 test for the difference in two mean vectors provides a valid

statistical method for the discrimination between two samples of glass based on

elemental data. However it is subject to small problems and does not answ€r the real

question adequately. The Bayesian approach along with the continuous extension is the

only method that fulfils the requirenents of the forensic scientist, the statistician, and

the court- All analyses of elemental data should use the continuous Bayesian approach.
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Appendix A

If n" control fragrnents tre to be cornpared with n,reo.ove,red ftagr.nents on B

dlBments, thon let

rc;mosent thc nsasweilGnts. The surnnmry statistics are delined by

rH 

'.. 

1l 
-fl 

.,' f]

r:*:*,., and r, =i},r,

t" =fr$t", -"X", -u)' and s, =;!t(r, -vXy, -v[

respective,ly. 4n qrimatE of the comrron covmianee, E o is given by

e -(o'-rb'+(n,-r)t,Dpoohd=6
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Hote-lling's Tz is thon de.frned by

It can be,shown that the vector of aoeffcients,, tr, that defines ['he rralrinrum population

difference is proportionat to [t*,-]-'1o-y).If i= [t-*f'(t-y), tnen fi <rz$

defined as

The denominator of tf is the scaXhg factor to divide the height of'rhe Fprobability

density by. Ttrerefore

r'=b-'{[+.* 
f'{'-r)'

where

rr _rT),(i.*)t"*.,r
"co'tt - 

a(ttYr)

r(v)=*E'(:, )
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where h--1.066,n-ut 174) and K(.)is the probability density function for a standard

Normal variable. The naive kernel density estimate, 6(y), is evaluated at the point

/^- 12

\l' t ) . This can be thought of as finding the height of the density estimate if the data

is being looked at along the new axis dehned bV i .
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6 Assessing Transfer Probabilities

6.1 Introduction

A Bayesian interpretation of evidence requires the evaluation of a likelihood ratio

[28]. This ratio compares two likelihoods given two possible hypotheses: e.g. rhe

person broke the window or he did not. Most Bayesian interpretations of glass

evidence require an estimate of Tn,

"the probability that n fragments of glass were transferred from the crime scene

retained and recovered on the offender".

The experimental information used to evaluate [, however, answers another question,

namely,

" given that an unl<nown number of fragments were transferred to the suspect

from the crime scene, and given the retention properties of the suspect's clothing,

and the time between the comrnission of the crime and the arrest, then what is the

probability of recovering n fragments ? "

It is suggested that this second question is the real question of interest on the basis of

probabilistic inteqpretation. That is, if the events of transfer, persistence and recovery

are denoted T, P, and R respectively, then the first question is evaluated as

Pr(zn Pn R) = pr(,R I rn p)pr(p r r)pr(r)
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while the second question is evaluated as

nr(nr rnP)

While it is this second question that is the correct one, to answer either requires

knowledge of the processes of transfer and persistence, and how the two processes

combine. Traditionally the ?; probabilities have been evaluated either by using

casework averages or by an educated guess. While the former is at least consistent,

neither method provides a satisfactory answer.

This chapter proposes the use of a simple graphical rnodel as a method for

consistent and accurate evaluation of the transfer probabilities, and uses Monte-Carlo

simulation methods to observe the effects of the initial conditions on the resulting

empirical sampling distribution.

6.2 Graphical Models

The modeling used in this chapter can be explained in two phases. The primary

phaso constructs a simple deterministic model. This model describes the factors

thought to be involved in the process, the parameters that characterise each factor, and

the dependencies that exist between these parameters. This primary model does not

allow for any uncertainty. The secondary phase uses this primary model to construct a

formal statistical graphical model.
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The ideas in this chapter combine the ideas of modeling complex stochastic

phenomena, together with methodology from the areas of expert systerns and artificial

intelligence, and the use of a pictorial representation of conditional independence

assumptions. The idea to use a directed graph to represent a statistical model is not a

new one [75], but developments in the use of these ideas in Bayesian analysis of expert

systerns have only come about relatively recently (see [76] for a comprehensive

review).

Construction of a graphical model can be divided into three distinct components.

The first qualitative stage considers only general relationships between the variables of

interest, in terms of relevance of one variable to another under specified circumstances

[76]. This stage is equivalent to the aforementioned primary modeling phase, and leads

to a graphical representation of conditional independence that is not restricted to a

probabilistic interpretation. That is, the qualitative stage, through the use of a formal

graphical model, describes the dependencies between the variables, without making

any attempt to describe the stochastic nature of the variables. For example, studies

have shown that the distance of the breaker from the window influences the number of

fragments that land on the breaker's clothing. Therefore distance and the number of

fragments that land on the suspect would be included in the graphical model. The next

probabilisfic stage introduces the idea of a joint distribution defined on the variables in

the model, and relates the form of this distribution to the structure of the graph. The

ftnal quantitative step requires the numerical specification of the necessary conditional

probability distributions [76].

Use of a graphical model is appealing in the modeling of a complex stochastic

system because it allows the "experts" to concentrate of the structure of the problem

before having to deal with the assessment of quantitative issues.
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A graphical model consists of two major components, nodes (representing

variables) and directed edges. A directed edge berween two nodes, or variables,

represents the direct influence of one variable on the other. To avoid inconsistencies,

no sequence of directed edges which return to the starting node are allowed, i.e. a

graphical model must be acyclic. Thus in graph theoretical language a graphical model

is classified as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Nodes are classified as either constant

nodes or stochastic nodes. Constants are fixed by the design of the study: they are

always founder nodes (i.e. they do not have parents). Stochastic nodes are variables

that are given a distribution. Stochastic nodes may be children or parents (or both)

177).In pictorial representations of the graphical model, constant nodes are depicted as

rectangles, stochastic nodes as circles.

6.3 A Graphical Model for Assessing Transfer Probabilities

The processes of transfer and persistence can be described easily, but are difficult to

model physically. The breaker breaks a window either with some implement (a hammer

or a rock) or by hand. Because of the 'backward fragmentation" effect demonstrated

by Nelson and Revell [78], tiny fragments of glass may be transferred to the breaker's

clothing. The number of fragments transferred depends in pa.t on the distance of the

breaker from the window. The activity of the breaker, the retention properties of the

breaker's clothing, and the time until the breaker's clothing is confiscated are some of

the factors that determine how many fragments will fall off the breaker's clothing.
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Ivlany researchers [3035J6"38,46] have carried numerous, exlrefiments to

deternlLrc the factors rttat affcct tbe final number of obsErved ftagroents. Exarmles of

these factors [,5] are,:

l. The size of the window,

2. The tlpe aud the thickness of the glass,

3. How manytines,was the window s[ruck,

4, The positionof the breaker relative ts thewindow,

5. Slhetlur tlie offender gained entry to the premises or not,

5. The type of clothing womby the breaker,

7. The activitieS of the hreilke betweeo the time sf cormission and the time

of apprehension

8. The time between apprehension and confiscation of e-lothing,

9. The miode of clothing confiscatioa, i.e. w,a6,forG€ nec€ssar-v or not,

10. The weatbr at the time of therincident, and

I1. The efficiency of the laboratorysearchingprocess.
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It is unclear how to model some of these factors, so following the methodology of

Hicks et al. [40] and Hoefler et al. [46] the proposed model considers only rhe effects

of position, tine, garment type and laboratory examination. We are indebted to Tacha

Hicks for her insightful work and comments.

Figure 6- 1. A simple graphical model for the transfer and persistence of glass fragments

Figure 6-1 is a very simplistic graphical model that describes how distance, time,

garment type and the lab examination will affect the final number of fragments

observed on the suspect. The model can be described thus: the number of fragmenrs

transferred to the breaker directly depends on the distance of the breaker from the

window during the breaking process. The number of fragments that are still on the

breaker's clothing at each successive hour up to time /, depends on the number of

fragments that were initially transferred to the clothing, the number of fragments lost in

the previous hour, the time since the commission of the crime and glass retention

Transfer

Persistence; Persistent
frasments

Observed
Data
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properties of the breaker's clothing. At time t, some number of fragments have

remained on the breaker's clothing, and how many of those are observed depends on

how many are recovered in the laboratory. Each of these steps can be resolved into

more detail to speci$ the full model.

Figure 6-2' A formal graphical model of the transfer and persistence of glass fragments

r30
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Figure 6-2 is a rnore complete graphical model of the transfer and persistence

processes. This model can be interpreted as follows.

o The breaker is an unknown distance, d;, from the window. An estimate of this

distance, d, is made by the forensic scientist.

At this distance, on average ,1, fragments are transferred to the breaker,s

clothing during the breaking process. The average, 1.,, depends on an

estimated average, 2 from experimental work, and a dispersion weight. An

unknown number of fragments,.tr6, are actually transferred.

of the xs, o' average 100xqvo will become stuck in the pockets or cuffs or

searns of the clothing, or the weave of the fabric. An unknown qo fragments

are actually in this category. The persistence of these fragments is modelled

separately because they have a higher probability of remaining on the clothing.

The breaker is not apprehended until an unknown number of hours, t,later. t

is estimared by t .

During the l*thour, on average r\oxpsvo of the x1 and 100xpo To of the qs

fragments initially transferred are lost, where po and p; Ne unknown but lie

somewhere on rhe intervals defined by uo, zsl and [d, ,J] respectively. bs

and Dj are the actual number of fragments lost.

In each successive hour, on average l\\xpflo ofthe x;and l00xp, To of the

q7 fragments remaining from the previous hour, are rost, where pi and p: are

unknown but lie somewhere on the intervars defined by u,, nil and lti, ,il

respectively. b; and bi are the actual number of fragments lost.
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At the end of / hours there are a total of y; fragments remaining, and on

average l00v-R%o of these are recovered by the forensic scientist, where R is

unknown but lies somewhere on the interval defined by U^, u*). b is the actual

number of fragments not recovered.

Finally Y fragments are observed.

6.4 Probabilistic Modeling and euantitative Assessment

As noted in the previous section, specification of a graphical model consists of three

stages' Now that the first stage is complete, the probabilistic stage can be dealt with.

The beauty of a graphical model comes from its conditional independence properties.

It can be shown that the distribution of a child node depends only on the distributions

of its parents 176,771. This implies that if one distribution does not model a variable

very well, then a better distribution may be substituted and the resulting changes will

be automatically propagated through the affected parts of the model. In this vein the

following distributions are proposed for each of the variables

di - Gamma(d): The scientist estimates that the breaker was d metres from the

window' Allowing the true value, d, to be a Gamma distributed random variable

represents the fact that the true distance is more likely to be closer than further

awav.
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w; - Normal(l' 0.25)i Li = )rwi- Normal(l,,Ll4)z The net result of letting L be a

normal random variable is a more spread out distribution for the number of

fragments actually transferred.

rp Poisson( r(r-d,td)7t,'1, The weight e(t-dit't) adjusts the mean number of

fragments transferred on the basis of the true distance. If di < d then, the breaker is

closer to the window than estimated and therefore a higher number of fragments

will be transferred on average. Similarly tf d, > d , then the breaker is further from

the window than estimated thus a smaller number of fragments will be transferred

on average. This spread out Poisson distribution accurately reproduces the results

given in Hicks et al. [40].

q6 - Binomial(r6, g): On average l}lxqVo of the fragments will get stuck in the

pockets or cuffs or seams of the clothing, or the weave of the fabric.

xr= xo - qoi

x1r = 63v(xr - bor 0); Do - Binomial(ro,po);ps - Uniform[/n, ze];

q1 =max(go-b;,0); ,, -Binomial(qo, po); pi - uniform[/O, oJ],

Letting po ( pi) be Uniform represents, the uncertainty over the number of

fragments actually lost in the first hour and the retention properties of the g,ument.

The number of fragments lost in the first hour is significantly higher than the

numbers lost in successive hours. Hicks et d. [40] show that the larger fragments

are lost very quickly.
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I - Nbin(z, r): The number of hours until apprehension, r, is modelled as a

Negative Binomial random variable. The Negative Binomial distribution models the

number of coin flips that are needed until n tails are observed, where the

probability of a head is r. If n = I = !' 
* 

"'-;, and r = 0.5, where l, and u, are

estimated lower and upper bounds on the time, then the Negative Binomial

provides a good estimate for the distribution of r, with a peak at i and a tail our to

the right' This says that the time between commission of the crime and arrest is

more likely to be shorter than that estimated rather than longer.

x;+ 1 = max(xi - bi,0); Dy - Binomial(x1, p;);p; - Uniformfli, ufl;

Qj*t=max(qi-br,0); b, -Binomial(qi, pi); pi _uniformlti , ui)z

In each successive hour the suspect will lose on average l})xp;vo of the fragments

that remain on his clothing, where p1 is a Uniform random variable that can take on

values between /i and ui. The number of fragments actually lost in the first hour is

b, where b is a Binomial random variable with parameters, x, and pi.

li= e+x,' b - Binomial(y;, l-.R); R - Uniformfia, un];y = mBX(]i - ],0):
Finally after r hours the suspect is apprehended, his clothing confiscated and examined

and of the y; fragments that remain on his clothing, b fragments are not found

following the results of pounds [44].
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6.5 Results

The general probability distribution of 4 is analytically intracable. However, is it

possible to approximate the true distribution by simulation methods. If the parameters

that represent the process are provided, then it is possible to simulate values of n, the

number of fragments recovered, by generating thousands of random variates from the

model. If enough values of n are simulated then a histogram of the results will provide

a precise estimate of Tn. This simulation process can be thought of as generating

thousands of cases where the crime details are approximately the same, and observing

the number of fragments recovered. obviously this is a computationally intensive

process and so to this end a small simulation program has been written in C+r, with a

windows 95 interface to display the empirical sampling distribution of n; conditional

on the initial information provided by the user. As well as allowing the user to speci$r

the initial conditions, the programme contains the full graphical model and allows the

user to manipulate the dependencies between key processes.
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d= 0.50
lambda=120.00
0.00(=t(= '1.00

0.800(=p0(=0.900
0.450(=pl(=0,700
0.500(=R(=0.700

Figure 6-3. Empirical distribution of n

Figure 6-3 shows the empirical distribution function of n, given the following

information.

The breaker was estimated to be 0.5m from window.

Given that the breaker was estimate to be 0.5m from the window when he

broke it, on average 120 fragments would be transferred to the breaker,s

clothing.

on average the breaker would be apprehended between l and 2hrs

In the first hour, the breaker would lose, on average, go to goEo of the glass

transferred to his clothing and, on average, 45 to 70vo, of the grass

rernaining on his clothing in each successive hour until apprehension.

r)

2)

3)

4)
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d= 0.50
lambda=120.00
0.00(=t(= 1.00

0.800(=p0(=0.900
0.{50(=pi(=0.700
0.500(=R(=0.700

Figure 6-4. Empirical distribution of rx without the distance effecr

Figure 6-4 shows the model with the same assumptions, but does not allow the

distance of the breaker from the window to effect the mean number of fragmenrs

transferred to the breaker.

Given that there are an infinite numhr of possible paranrcter combinations, it is
irnpossible to examine every scenario. However, trends that confirm previous beliefs

can be observed in the resulting distributions. These are:

I' For a very wide range of values in the parameters, the probability of

recovering any given number of fragrnents is found to be low. However it

must be borne in mind that we are actually interested in the ratio of this

probability to the probability of this number of fragmenrs recovered from
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2.

the clothing of a person unrelated to a crime. In many circumstances the

probability calculated under the assumption of transfer, persistence and

recovery will, although low, be many times higher than the chance of this

number of fragments recovered from the clothing of a person unrelated to a

crime

The narve distributional assumptions, made in section 6.4, are irrelevant.

The graphical modeling technique offers consistency and refiability

unparalleled by any other method. The answers it provides may be refined

with more knowledge and better distributions, but that such naive

assumptions can provide such a realistic distribution function (pers. comm.

J. Buckleton, J.R. Almirall 1996) suggests that it is the dependencies rhar

drive the answer and not just the distributional assumptions. A full Bayesian

approach would take the graphical model as an informative prior

distribution and modiff it by casework data to obtain the posterior

distribution.

The effect of time is very marked - the longer the time until apprehension

the more fragments that are lost.

The empirical distribution function appears ro have exponential shape,

however closer inspection reveals a mixing of more than one exponential

shaped distribution. This effect can be exaggerated by increasing the

average proportion of high persistence fragments.

The effect on the empirical distribution function, by allowing the distance of

the breaker from window to affect the average number of fragments

transferred is quite interesting. The distance factor is specified as a

stochastic node in the full graphical model. The distribution assigned to

3.

4.

5.
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model distance puts high probability on the true distance being close to the

estimated probability. However, the random distance can be either less than

or greater than the estimated distance. If the random distance is less than

the estfunated distance, the mean number of fragments that can be

transferred to the breaker is increased. If the random distance is greater

than the estimated distance, the mean number of fragments that can be

transferred to the breaker is decreased. As it is more Iikely that the distance

will be less than or equal to the estimated distance (because the length of

the breaker's arm is limited by nature), the overall mean number of

fragments transferred in the simulations is higher than for an experiment

where the distance is fixed. This increase is represented by the longer tail of

the empirical distribution function given in Figure 6-3 as opposed to that in

Figure 6-4.

6.6 Conclusions

Two main points should be made from these results. First, that forensic scientists

should be aware of what question they are answering when they assess the value of the

7" terms in a Bayesian interpretation. It is suggested that this question is "what is the

probability of recoverng n fragments from a suspect's clothing given that: a) an

unknown number of fragments were transferred to the suspect from the crime scene, b)

something is known about the retention properties of the suspect's clothing, c) the

distance of the breaker from the window has been estimated, and c) the time between

the commission of the crime and the arrest has been estimated".
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Tbs second point is that rcg,ardless of the method used to evaluate, rhese

probabilities, with the exception o,f To, the, estimates sho.rrld be low. Thatis, there is a

very srnall c-hance of recovering any given nurnber of glass ftagments frsm a suspecl

unless he is caught straight away.

T?le softw'are used in this chapter is available for Windows 95 and Windows I"{T 4.0

oqry by emailing tbe auths/

7 ernaih ewrrafl @ fialawekl,ando ac, nz
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7 Combining a continuous Bayesian approach with

grouping information

7.1 Introduction

Section 4.3 exhaustively examined the effect of including grouping information in a

statistical analysis with respect to significance tests. This chapter examines the effect of

including grouping information in a statistical analysis with respect to the Bayesian

approach.

It has long been recognised that a significance testing approach to interpretation of

forensic glass evidence is not the best. Lindley [27] recommended a Bayesian approach

and this was implemented in part by Evett and Buckleton [28]. This chapter extends

the work of Section 4.3 and examines the effect of grouping information on a

statistical analysis of forensic glass evidence using a Bayesian approach.

This chapter will use the notation proposed by Evett et al. [15] and use and extend

the continuous approach proposed by Walsh et at. [24).

The example used in this chapter is as follows:

A crime is committed and one window is broken. A sample of glass fragments is taken

from the crime scene, and the refractive index of each of these fragments is

determined. The mean refractive index for the crime scene sample is X. A suspect is

apprehended and two groups of glass are recovered from his clothing. These groups of

glass consist of n", fragments with mean refractive index of{, which has frequency /,
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and ntz fragments of glass with mean refractive index of Y2, which has frequency fz.

When these fragments are treated as having come from one source their mean

refractive index is denoted as P. In a Bayesian approach the likelihood ratio

is considered. I( ) it ttt" likelihood function. This chapter examines the behaviour of

the likelihood ratio under the three experimental situations used in section 4.3:

The recovered fragments are treated as having come from one source.

It is assumed that the forensic scientist knows that the recovered fragments

come from two distributions, and knows the true source of each (even

though this is unlikely in practice).

The forensic scientist uses the divisive method of Triggs and Curran [3] to

determine whether the recovered fragments come from one or more

distributions.

The form of the likelihood ratio changes with respect to the experimental situation

under consideration.

s-1

s-2

s-3

Contact)
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Let

7,2 The Iikelihood ratio for experimental situation s-r

's-/ The recoveredfragments are treated as having come from one source.

To evaluate the likelihood ratio under this assumption the hypothesis in the

denominato t, L(Evidenr"tcontoct), is considered first. The denominator must answer

the following question:

If we examine the clothing of a man who has come to police notice on suspicion of

a glass breaking offence, yet he is unconnected with the offence, what is the likelihood

that we wilIfind one group of glass fragments of the observed size and propenies?

P, be the probability that the suspect's clothing would have one group of

glass fragments upon his clothing beforehand.

s^,f be the likelihood that a group of grass fragments on crothing win have

fln * n,, = n, fragments and the observed RI.

Using these terms, and the implicit assumptions of independence, the denominator can

be evaluated as

L(Evilence I Contact) = ns*f
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The numpratsr musrt allow f,or at least two lpossible ex lanations:

(a): no glass was tnansfencd ftsni the window at the crime. scene, bqt the

suspect dready bad one .group of gtass on bi$ elothing beforehand. or

(b): one group of gJas5 was transferired from the crime seeng"

thus

L,(Evidenee I Contaet) = TrI,5,, f + Tr pof (t - pl s*, .rr ) 
t

where .f (X--f-is*,"i) measures the strength of the march berween the mean of the

control ftagments and the,mean of all tlre rec,overed fragtrents.

There are in faet z + 1 po.ssible explanations: r fragments w,here transferred, n - r
bei4g the,e bsforehandi r= 0, lo 2,. ..., n. But it is p.ossible to show that mo,st of the

terms'associated with tbese alteraatives are snall and leaving them our is, in an5r case

consefvatiYe- in the seqse,that the nulllerarer will be smaller than it ShOUId bc Il5l.

8 Se Appendix A at the end of th.is,chapter for a dgivatisn
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7.3 The likelihood ratio for experimental situation s-2

S-2 It is assumed that the forenstc scientist knows that the recovered fragments

come from two sources.

To evaluate this likelihood ratio the hypothesis in the denominator is considered first.

The denominator must answer the following question:

If we examine the clothing of this man who has come to police notice on

suspicion of a glass breaking offence, yet he is unconnected with the offence, what is

the likelihoad that we will find two groups of glass fragments of the observed sizes

and properties?

Pz be the probability that the suspect's clothing would have two groups of

glass upon his clothing beforehand.

E/, be the probability that a group of glass fragmenrs on clothing will have

fl= fl\ fragments and the observed RI of group l.

s^f, be is the probability that a group of glass fragments on clothing will have

m= nrz fragments and the observed RI of group 2.

Let

Using these terms the denominator can be evaluated by
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L(Evidenc" t contori) = 2 prS,,S^f,f,

The factor 2 arises because there are two ways to assign the sizes to the groups.

The evaluation of the numerator departs from the work of Evett and Buckleton [2g]

and is an extension of the theory proposed by Walsh et al. [24].

The numerator must allow for at least three possible explanations:

(a): no glass was transferred from the window at the crime scene, but the

suspect already had two groups of glass on his clothing beforehand, or

(b): one group of glass was transferred from the crime scene, and the suspect

had one group of glass from another source on his clothing beforehand, or

(c): two groups of glass were transferred from the crime scene.

Each of these situations contributes a term to the numerator. In possibility (a) it is

acknowledged that the suspect was at the crime scene, but that no glass was

transferred from the crime scene to the suspect, so

L(a) = To. L(Evidence I connc) = 2ToprS^S^frf,

Possibility (b/ must account for the possibility that either group I transferred from the

crime scene or group 2 was transferred from the crime scene. f (r -4tr*,r")

measures the strength of the match between the control sample and the ith (i=1,2)

recovered group. Therefore L(b) is given by
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L(b) - \p,S^.frf (X -V,tsr,rn )* \p,S^.f,f (X - f,ts" , sr, )

Initially possibility fc) seems quite bizane. However, if one considers that groups and

sources may be separate entities (see Section 4.3 for a possible situation), then

possibility (c,) says that both groups of glass came from the crime scene, thus it must be

assumed that both recovered groups of glass came from the same source, i.e. the

recovered samples are treated as one sample with mean F. Therefore

L(c) = \-^Pof (X - Fts, , rr)

and finally the numerator is given by

t(Zvfiencel Contact)= L@)+ L(b)+ L(c)

It should be noted at this point, that if d, is small, then three of the four terms in the

numerator likelihood ratio will be large, whereas the denominator will remain the

sane' The net result of this is that the likelihood ratio will be larger than it should be.

The reason for this is the loss of information due to parameterization. That is, the

approximation of the ratio of the densities for the data.

by the use of the ratio of the densities for the summary statistics,
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/_ _ \p(x,y,sx,,sylc)
f 

- - -\p\x,Y ,sx,sYlc)

carries with it a certain amount of information loss. The quantification of this

information loss will be the subject of future work.

7.4 The likelihood ratio for experimental situation s-3

S-'3 Theforensic scientist usei the d,ivisive method of Triggs and Cunan [2,3J to

determine whether the recoveredfragments come from one or more sources.

under situation .s--3 there exists the possibility of detecting N groups.

Once again, to evaluate the likelihood ratio the hypothesis in the denominator is

considered fnst. The denominator must answer the following question:

If we examine the clothing of a man who has come to police notice on suspicion

af a glass breaking offence, yet he is unconnected with the offence, what is the

Iikelihood that we will find N groups of glass fragments of tke observed sizes and

properties?

PN be the probability that the suspect's clothing would have N groups of

glass upon his clothing beforehand.

Let
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Sn,f o be the likelihood that a group of glass fragments on clothing will have no

fragments and the observed RI of the &th group.

Using these terms the denominator can be evaluated by

t(avrdenc, t cffi)= 
","rlls"^/ot=l

The factor N ! arises because there are N ! ways to assign the sizes to the groups.

The numerator is not anywhere as simple. If the sample contains N groups, then

there are N + I possible explanations of the form: r groups came from the crime scene

and N - J groups were there beforehand. However, for each explanation there are

(ry)

[, J 
ootttUle ways that the groupings could be arranged. Take the previous example,

where N = 2. Consider the possibility that one group came from the crime scene and

one was there beforehand. Then rhere are [.?l= 2 ways to choose which sample wastr/
from the crime scene and which sample was there beforehand. The likelihood for the

numerator consists of the surn of all the terrns for all the possible explanations.

Therefore, in this case, there are 2N terrns in total. For the fth explanation the

Iikelihood is given by

ls",sr, 
)
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where f), is the set of groups that came from the crime scene. If ej is the empty set

then the ,.r* 
1I* 

becomes Zo and /(t--F,r,lso,r*, ) is dropped. Therefore the
r"nj

numerator is given by

L(EvidencelConract) = 2 L,
i=0

7.5 Bayesian Results

Monte Carlo simulation was used to

f,r, = 3, fir, = 3, fl, = 6 for each combination

generate 10,000 samples

of d, = 1.0, 1.1, .. ., 4.9,

of

5.0

size

and

d. =1.0, 1.1, ...,4.9,5.0 where oo=4x10-5, where d" is the standardised distance

between the means of the two recovered samples and d" is the difference between the

first recovered sample mean and the control sample mean (see sectio n 4.3)

To evaluate the likelihood ratios the Pn, and ,S, terms were estimated using

information obtained from Lambert et al. [6]. The z1 probabilities where estimated

using the programme detailed in Chapter 6. The crime scene sample (the control

sample) was assumed to have a true mean refractive index of 1.51900. The frequencies

of the sample mean refractive indices were calculated from a density estimate of

refractive index based on observed New zealandcaseworke

e 
See Appendix B for details of this data and the probabilities.
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Figure 7-1. Density estimate of refractive index based on NZ casework data

For each sample, each situation provides one likelihood ratio (LR), so there are 10,000

LR's calculated for each combination of d, and d". The mean of these 10,000 values

is presented in the results. A good result would give a high LR when 6. = 0 or when

--1\a
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6" = 6,, and a low LR elsewhere.

3

I-----T----

delta.r

Figure 7-3. contour plot of mean [kelihood ratio in situation s-l

Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3 show the consequences of treating all the recovered

fragments as having come from one source. when the control mean is bracketed by the

two recovered sample means, i.e. ln s p, < rr,r, the r-test is unable to detect a

difference between the mean of the combined recovered samples, !r, , and, the mean of

the control fragments, p,. However the standard error in this situation is very large,

and the theoretical mean of all the recovered fragments is not the same as the control

mean' The net result of this is that the value of the density at the difference in the

sample means is both smaller (due to the fact that the theoretical difference is non-

zero) and scaled down (because of the large standard error, i.e. there is a smaller

contribution to the LR than there would be if the recovered fragments truly did come
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from one source. This trade off between standard error and the magnitude of the

density is balanced when d. = + This is evidenr from the ridge that is observed along

6
the line 5, = i which is not where it is desired. The gradual downward gradient

along this ridge is due to the increasing standard error of the recovered sample mean.

This result is, as one would expect, highly undesirable.

Figure 7-4. Mean likelihood ratio under situation S_2

N

ct.C{
J
-o
=aU.>8
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delta-r

Figure 7-5. Csntour plot of mean rikelihood ratio under situation s-2

Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 show that dividing the sample into the true groups is the

correct but practically unattainable thing to do. The LR is maximal when 6, = 6,, i.e.

when there is at least one group of recovered fragments that truly has the same mean

as the crime scene sarnple. Figure 7-5 shows that there is faster drop off in LR when

A
U, =t. To explain this it is necessary to refer to Figure 4-lT.lnFigure 4-L7 itcan be

seen that when d" =+,the powerincreases as d, and d"increase. Theeffect of this

is twofold: l) the values of the density at the difference between the control mean and

the recovered sample means is very small because the difference is out in the tails of

the density and2) the true difference between the control mean and the mean of all the

recovered fragments is non-zero. Combining this with the fact that the standard errors

are bigger than usual because of spread and smaller sample sizes has the overall effect
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of dirninishing the size all the terns in the numerator, which in turn leads to a smaller

LR.

Figure 7-6. Mean likelihood ratio under situation S_3
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delta.r

Figure 7-7. Contour plot of mean likelihood ratio under situation S-3

Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7 show how the likelhood ratio behaves under situation S-

3 when the samples iue passed tluough the grouping algorithm of Triggs and Curran.

It must be noted that the likelihood ratio under S-3 has all the desired properties. The

LR is high when d" = 0 and when 6" = d,, and is low elsewhere. The downwards

gradient along the ridge where 6" = 6, and d" = 0 represents the increasing ability of

the grouping algorithm to detect two groups or more groups. This decrease in LR can

be thought of as a weakening of the evidence attributable smaller size of the matching

$oup.
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7.5 Conclusions

The fsim of the graph shown is dopendent of the,chCI.ices for the transfer, group

size" and nurntrer of grogps probabiliries. However tbe qualitative f,eatures of the

graphs hold for other choices as,well.

It is very clear frorn the rcsults, that it is advantqgeous ts include the grouping

infornration io any analysis" both in terr4$ of the credibiiity of the prosecution arad

fairness to thE deferdant. The use of grouping in any statisticail interpretation of glass

evidence trrwt rrsL advoeated
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Appendix A [24]

rn the situation described in seetion ?, Evett et al. would give

LR=ra-H 
+

1

The factor ; is an approximtion to theratio of thedensitiesI

p(x,yrc)

P(x,fl4

The vectsrs X aud Y are the obs@rv,ations from the control emd recsvered grouBs.

This is, however, very corqplex and solutiorrs to date hvolve a large numbet of

assump-tions- Modeling the ratis by- the more asse,ssable tefro below is not likely to

differ in a meaningful way.

The requifed ratio 'of,de-nsities was atrryroximated by

p,(E,r-=,,s,",s*lic)'

o(E,T,s* srrO
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This ratio was then evaluated

p(x,F,s*,srtc) 
_ 4E -F,f,s",.sytc)--;=---::-p(.x,F,s",,sylc) r(x,r,$*,syle)

by assumi4g the fo-llowing:

p(K - FI .F, su , $, , c) * p(X -_Frs* ,.r, , c)

which rnplies that ths sarnp-ling variari,on tor fragments with mean

of lt;

p(srrc)
r' -\-lr(s'lc)

p. is independent

s S, is not conditiooal on ei'thsr C sr E;

x- flF,s",s,c)
Ff .F,,!o,,sr,E

.F-r-lsr,,sy,c)

x-lsx,.$r,c
xlsx,s",r,,c

/- \
p(XlJx ,Sr,C)

- 

_ 
-tl- 

-\ -Ip(xf^sx,Sr,C)
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as X is only weakly eo'nditioned on $,,^$yoc and E;

,f- 
- -\r(Pt.x-, s,, sr, E) * e(TtE)

and that

Ttlhile this last assumption is unlikety to be exaclly urue, rhe expected value of this ratio

is expected to be grearer rhan l. Replacing it by I is unlikely to disadvantage the

defendant in,a nuajority of cases,

The nunerator is approximated by the density for $tudent,s r_distribution. Either

Student's r statistic or Welch's urodific-ation maybe used ts detennine t1ne location of

the standadised difference and the degrees of freedom for the distribution.
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Appendix B

The Px, and ^f* termo were esdmated ushg information otnained from Larnherrt et

al. t6l. These terms were interpolated fromgraphs as

The;ft probabilities where estialated using the progranime detailed ib Chapter g

assuming the bmker was around 70cm frorn the window when tre broke it and was

apprehended around I arnd lrzhours later.

The hTew T.ealard'casework database consists of sore 600'cases from the Fhysical

Evidence unit at ESR in Auckland, The density estirutc is constr,qcted fiorn around

200 of these cases.
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8 software for the Analysis of Glass - An Introduction to
STAG.

8.1 Introduction

The techniques Presented in this thesis are often computationally intensive. This, of

course, is at odds with the aim of the overall project - to provide practising forensic

scientists with statistical tools that not only do the job and make sense in court, but are

also easy to use. To this end a software package has been written. This package is

called STAG (STatistical Analysis of Glass). STAG oflers the forensic scientist the

following features:

o { convenient "easy-to-use" spreadsheet interface that allows the storage of

up to 100 individual samples of 100 fragments (RI measuremenrs from

GzuM or GRM II) each.

Casework notes of up to 32I(B can be stored with each sample.

The option of manually allocating possible groupings of fragments.

An implementation of the automatic grouping algorithm of Triggs and

curran [2,3] along with a graphical display that describes each decision

step of the grouping algorithm.

Pairwise hypothesis testing between all control and recovered samples, with

the option of using both manual and automatic grouping information.

Plotting of all samples on a refractive index or temperature scale, with

equalisation of scale options, and zooming.

Estimation of the continuous likelihood ratio for into a Bayesian approach.

Print out all the raw data and calibration information for peer checking.
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This chapter will briefly highlight some of these features. For full documentarion see

the STAG help frle. A technical description of STAG's internals is given in Technical

Appendix I ' The source code for STAG can be obtained by e-mailing the author.

8.2 Data Entry in STAG

Figure 8-1. The Data Entry window from STAG

Figure 8-l shows the Data Entry window for STAG. The information for a single case

is displayed. Each column represents a different sample, and each row within a column

represents a temperature ("C) measurement on a fragment from GRIM. The user may

specify whether the sample is a control sample (the default) or a recovered sample by

right clicking on the column associated with the sample. As well as being able to

change the sample type the user may store notes on each sample and change the name

of the sample. This name will be displayed in the column header. The example frle

displayed in Figure 8-lhas three recovered samples and three control samples. The

spacings or blank rows in columns R2 and R3 represent the user's belief that these
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fragments may have come from more than one source. STAG uses this information in

the testing phase of the analysis

8.3 The Plotting Features of STAG

Figure 8-2. The Plot window

Figure 8-3. Plotting group informarion

Figures 8-2 and 8-3 demonstrate some of the plotting features for STAG. g-2 shows

the standard plotting window. Samples are plotted one upon another in left to right
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order. The user may choose to display manual or automatic grouping information.

STAG represents this information by colouring the points on the plot according to

which automatic or manual group they belong to. If the user has chosen to display

manual and automatic grouping information simultaneously then STAG colours the top

half of the point according to the manually assigned grouping for the fragment and the

bottom half according to the automatically assigned grouping.

8.4 The Analysis Features of STAG

Iest Results

dF l-oElls t0 pr(lt0l>T) df U-DEHS o0 pr(|eol>U) t_[_l,letch Ln_student

10 3't53 1.63 0_.t335 9.8.r 3.153 .t.63 0-13t1 59 5910 19 2-25 0.0501 5.00 22 2-23 0.076t 1 1t E 36-36 0.0060 2.75 I 253-51 0.0100 0 !7 8102 -0.45 0.6639 2,3t 6080 _0.at n-7626 1039 7r27 o 305.36 0,1000 2-75 
' 

293.51 0.!!00 0 07 Et@ -0.15 0-6639 2.3! 6080 _!.3t a.t626 1039 7r21t 60 -1.9r !-1537 5.00 59 _1-5t r-1833 1 16 0 -508.56 0.6080 1..t0 ! _g10.fi O.!fi2 0 s8 208q 1.76 0.1.163 3.10 2r2? 1-r1 0.2511 33 r0N'/A - at least tuo controt fragmnts and at teast tro rrcouerod frrgn?nts oeeded to test7 8323 .t.38 g-23\A 2-27 7792 0.95 !.t363 122 ,r1!
6 ! -508.56 0-0000 .t..to ! _310.01 0.EOt2 g s

Figure 8-4 shows all the analysis information STAG is capable of generating. For every

pairwise comparison selected STAG calculates Student's t, Welch's /, the value of the

density function at the difference between the two sample means, the probability from

the hypothesis test of no difference between the sample mean and the continuous

Iikelihood ratio based on either Welch's r or Student's ,.

STAG is capable doing of everything that the commercial programme FDS does,

and it is hoped that in the not too distant future the too will merge in some way,

hopefully incorporating the Elementary and rransfer programmes as well.

ztQ.
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Figure 8-4. The output from STAG
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9 The current Position and Future Directions

9.1 An Overview of the Project

Curran et al.:
Properties of the l-test

Chapter 3

Evett:
Hypothesis

testing

Koons and Almirall:
Elemental Range tests

Curran et al.:
Evidence

interpretation &
grouping

Evett & Lindley:
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Curran et al.:
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Walsh et al.:
Continuous
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Triggs & Curran:
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Chapter 4

Curran et al.:
Multivariate
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Continuous
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Chapter 7

Curran et al.:
Transfer problems

Chapter 6

Software: Elementary

Chapter 5

Software: STAG

Chapter E +Technical
Appendix 1

Figure 9-1. Where we were and where we are now
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Figure 9-l gives a graphical representation of the advances made in this thesis. A

single-edged box represents the previous techniques and a double-edged box indicates

that the technique has been updated or a replacement has been proposed. The ultimate

goal of the project was to enhance and replace the technology for the analysis of glass

in use at the time. This has been done without exception. The work done in this thesis

has enabled the use of a continuous Bayesian approach in the analysis of glass either on

a refractive index or elemental basis. Significant improvements have been made in

detecting multiple groups in recovered samples, and in incorporating that grouping

information into the statistical analysis.

The transfer problem has been examined and a new technique for evaluating transfer

probabilities implemented. The use of a graphical model in attacking this problem has

proved extremely useful. A graphical model can identify.,gaps,, in the data, i.e. areas

where experimentation or casework is needed in order to complete the modelling. A

graphical model provides a formal way examining model sensitivity to the model

assumptions.

At every opportunity this new technology has been packaged into computer software

which is free to members of the forensic community. The reason for this is that all

these advances are of no use unless they are accessible to those who need them.

Developing software for standard analyses is probably the most efficient way of

providing this accessibility.

9.2 Work for The Future

Even though significant advances have been made in this research there is still room

for considerable improvement and additional work.
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At the forefiont is the need to develop a fully continuous Bayesian approach for the

analysis of forensic glass evidence. The current model is an approximation in that it

uses summary statistics to model the full distribution of the data. A fully continuous

approach would be based on the joint distribution of the data.

The current grouping algorithm, even though an improvement on the previous

methods' are still based around a hlpothesis testing approach. The grouping method

needs to become Bayesian by including prior information on the number of groups that

one would expect to find and modifying that information by a likelihood function.

Software developments are every bit as important as new methodology. The work

done in STAG, FDS, CAGE, Elementary, and rransfer needs to be united. The

forensic scientist must have access to all these pieces in one analysis tool. This can only

happen with significant financial support, but the rewards will outweigh the costs.

The work done on transfer in this thesis has revealed the possibility of finding a

graphical model for the general theory of transfer evidence. The pieces of the puzzle

are not all there yet, but they are coming, and need to be united under one umbrella.
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I Technical Appendix I - srAG (sratistical Analysis of
Glass): A Formal Programme Specificationr0

STAG vl.0a
STatistical Analysis of Glass

(C) 1995-1996 James M. Curran

James M. Curran

Department of Statistics, University of Auckland

NEW ZEALAND

email: c urran @ s t at. auc kland. ac. nz

l0 This research was made possible by a ph.D. schorarship from ESR: Forensic
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1.1 Introduction

This chapter of the thesis has previously appeared as an ESR technical report. The

style is markedly different from the rest of the thesis because it is meant to be a guide

for a future progralnmer. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the following

people for their constructive criticism, bug finding skills, and interest in the project:

Kevan Walsh, Sally Coulson, and Tony Gummer of ESR Ltd.; Jos6 Atmirall of the

Metro-Dade Crime Laboratory; Tacha Hicks and Christophe Champod from Institute

of Police Science and Criminology, Lausanne; Ian Evett and Richard pinchin from the

Forensic Science Service in the U.K.

In Septembet of 1994I received a Ph.D. scholarship from ESR: Forensic, New

Zealand's forensic science service, to undertake a research project in the area of

statistical interpretation of forensic glass evidence. Previous workers 111-20,24,27,Zgf

had made considerable advances in the statistical methodology for the inteqpreiation of

problems encountered in the interpretation of forensic glass evidence. My charge was

threefold:

1) to fill some of the gaps in the theory,

2) 2) to extend the theory and examine the relevancy of some new statistical

techniques to the forensic arena, and

3) 3) to develop a software package to replace those currently in use and to be a

vehicle for any new techniques might be developed by research.

It was necessary that this programme be easily useo by the forensic community

which would have differing levels of statistical sophistication and yet be explainable by

forensic experts in court. It was also necessary that it be friendly at least to a Windows

literate audience.
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Thus was STAG born. In its initial version - named TDENS 1.0 - ir consisted of

some 60 lines of C code, had a text based interface with no error correction options,

and presented the user with 2lines of output. TDENS 2.0 was the next generation and

consisted of around 3,000 lines of code in around l0 files. This was my first

windowslvr programme and without the help of Charles petzold's wonderful

introductory text [79] it never would have happened. TDENS 2.0 provided users with

an elementary graphical user interface (GUI) and conventional MS-Windows file

handling and printing techniques. TDENS went through two minor version changes

before it was scrapped. The data entry section of TDENS 2.0-2.2 was rather unwieldy

- it tried to maintain and display graphical information about the number of fragments

in each of the samples and often failed to update itself correctly when the number of

fragments exceeded the number of lines able to be displayed in one window. TDENS

also suffered from being a 16 bit (win16) Windows programme. Ar the time I started

the project this was unavoidable as Windows 95 had not yet appeared, and the general

consensus on Windows NT 3.1 was not favourable, being far too demanding for

affordable PCs and possessed of many bugs. However, by the time I released TDENS

2'2a, Windows 95 had been released, Microsoft had released NT Workstation 3.51,

Intel Pentium based machines were becoming affiordable, and memory prices had

dropped considerably. Given the difficulties with the present version of TDENS, I

started to experiment with the construction of a simple spreadsheet interface, and with

the Win32 SDK. This was successful, and so I made the decision to start once again

from scratch and make a new version of TDENS. The results of three months solid

programming ended up with 8,000 lines of code and 400 lines of documentation in

around 30 f,rles. In conjunction with the new version of the programme it was decided

that a more palatable name was required, and STAG 1.0 began its life. Today STAG
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1.0a rev' 003 consists on nearly 10,000 lines of code in some 43 frles. STAG is

undergoing beta testing on New Znaland casework, and has received positive reaction

world wide, where some 50 or so copies have been distributed. STAG still uses the

standard Win32 SDK because during its development phase Microsoft seemed to

change its Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) library specification every 3 months, and

release a new set of documentation. Microsoft also refused to allow Borland to send

out the current version of the MFC libraries with Borland's own Object Windows

Library (O\VI-) class library. The battle between MFC and OWL seemed to be abour

50:50 and so rather than side with either and risk a loss, I decided to stick with the

win32 SDK. The next version, whether it is programmed by me or not will more than

likely be programmed in C++ using the latest version of the MFC as Borland was rhe

loser in the aforementioned battle. The MFC libraries will add considerable

improvements to the programme, in terms of improving the user interface and reducine

programme complexity - both of which are desirable things.

The purpose of this document is to provide my successor with the necessary

information about the programme to enable him or her to continue with development

and maintenance of STAG. This text is divided into three sections. The first section

will explain how the user interface should look and should respond. The second

section discusses the underlying data structures used within the programme, and some

of the reasoning behind the implementation. Section 3 will discuss the programme file

dependencies and the physical file structure that STAG uses to store and retrieve

casework.

It is assumed that the reader is entirely familiar with the language of GUI

programming and to some extent, Windows programming. If this is not the case then I

suggest you read volumes I and 2 of the Win32 SDK [g0,gl].
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1.2

t.2.

The Graphical User Interface of STAG

1 Starting the programme

The user should be able to start STAG up in two ways.

Figure l-1. Windows 95 / NT 4.0 launch of STAG

The user should be able to select the STAG icon from the Start Menu under Windows

95 or Windows NT version 4.0, such as in Figure 1-1 or by double clicking on the icon

in either the program folder under Windows 3.11/NT3.5l programme manager or

from its folder under Windows 95 or Windows NT version 4.0 such as in Figure l-2.
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Figure 1-2. Double click on the STAG icon to launch
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1.2.2 The initial scr€en

STatistical Analysis of Glass
(C) 1995-1996 James M. Cr:rran

Figure 1-3. The inirial dialog for STAG

Upon launching STAG the user should be presenred with the dialog box Figure l-3. If
the cursor is in the content part of the dialog box the prograrnme should change the

cursor from the standard arrow to a crosshair. The bitmap for the crosshair should be

identical to Figure l-4.
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Figure l-4. Bitmap of crosshair cursor

When the user positions the cursor over the OK button, the cursor should change ro a

standard arrow cursor' The user may click either on the OK button or in the content

area of the dialog box to dismiss the dialog box. If the user clicks in the content area of

the dialog box then the programme plays a ricochet wave file before it dismisses the

dialog box. If the user clicks the OK button, the dialog box is dismissed with no sound.

If the user cficks outside the content area the programme should respond with the

standard MB_ICONEXCLAMATION beep.
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1.2.3 The Multiple document interface (MDI) frame window

STAG is an MDI programme. That means that it follows most of Microsoft's

directions on how an MDI application should behave. I believe that I have followed

most of the conventions with the exception of the menus, but these will be explained

later. After dismissing the start up dialog box the user should be presented with the

following MDI frame:

Figure l-5. MDI Frame window for STAG

The bitmap on the background of the MDI frame window shown Figure l-5 operates

as an MDI child window with no title bar or system menu. This child window is always

present, but it is hidden at certain times by the programme. The child window is
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destroyed by the progralnme when the user chooses Exit from the lile menu or when

the user clicks on the go away button on the MDI frame's title bar. All future versions

of STAG must retain this logo window, and the logo can only be altered with respecr

to version information and additional authors. If the user clicks on the child window

then a WAVE frle containing the opening sequence from Pink Floyd's .,Is there

anybody out there" track from "The Wall" is played - i.e. the part where pink goes

berserk and smashes 7 television sets with an axe. The prograrnme sets the volume of

the sound card to maximum whilst playing this sequence, and restores it to its original

level afterwards. The output window should be in a minimised state in the top left hand

corner of the MDI frame. If the user clcks on the frame window's content area but not

on the logo window then nothing happens.

1.2.3.1 The MDI frame window menu

STAG child windows do not have their own menu. What the menu bar does is

relative to the current active child. When no child window is active the MDI frame of

STAG has only two items on its menu. These are the File menu and the Help menu.

The Help menu is present on every single menu bar and is always at the end of the list

of pull down items.

Figure l-6. The MDI frame window menu
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1.2.3.2 The MDI frame File menu

Figure l-7. The MDI frame window File menu

Figure l-7 shows how the MDI frame window File menu should look when no case

file has been opened- STAG follows the GUI convention of attaching an ellipsis ro rhe

end of any menu item that brings up a dialog box that requires user entry. Both the

Open and the Set conversion line items activate dialog boxes that require user enrry.

The New menu item brings up a data entry sheet for a new case. The data entry sheet

will be discussed shortly. The Open...menu brings up a modified Open File dialog

box' The Exit menu item closes all windows and quits the srAG application
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1.2.3.2.1 The Open File dialog box.

verily-td3

'.td3 i

Figure 1-8. The STAG Open File dialog box

The Open File dialog box behaves exactly like the standard Windows Open File

dialog box with one notable exception. STAG can store a brief 256 characrer note

about a case. The reason for this feature is that STAG can be run under Windows 3.1 I

with the 32 bit extensions, Win32s, installed and a FAT filing sysrern, Windows 95

with a FAT or VFAT filing system, or NT with a FAT,VFAT,HPFS or NTFS fiting

system. FAT constrains fi.lenames to be the standard 8.3 DOS format, whilst the others

allow 32 character filenames. Rather than support 32 character filenames, which are

stiil limiting, it was decided that STAG should stay with the 8.3 format and marntain a

description database for the case fi.les in a particular directory. This information is only

retained for case files that have been saved in STAG's TD3 file format (described in

section 3). The properries of the open File dialog box are as follows:

i#

I.-l

l-d-1
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Filename: is a Static Text item.

The file name Edit Text Box: below Filename: can contain the file name the user

wishes to open.

The file list List Box: this list box displays all the fi.les in the current directory with an

extension matching that in the File Type pull-down list box. A single click on any item

in the list box will place the selected item into the filename edit box. A double click on

any item in the list box is equivalent to single clicking on an item and clicking on the

OK button.

File Type: is a static texr item

File Type:

'_td3

'.dat
'.cEY
tl

Figure 1-9. The File Type drop down list box

The fi.le type combo box: Figure l-9 shows rhe file type combo box. The file type

cornbo box is a simple drop down list box. It sits below the File Type text item. The

list contains four filters for the types of fi.les displayed in the file list box. Files with the

extension td3 are case fi.les created with the current version of STAG. These are the
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only files for which description information is stored. Files with the dat extension

come from the previous versions of STAG, TDENS v2.0-2.2a. The csv extension is

for files stored in standard comma separated value format. The *.* filter is for the

display all files option. If the user clicks on any one of these filters, then the filter

displayed in the File type box is altered to the new filter type, and the only files

displayed in the file list box should have the same extension as that displayed in the file

type box.

Directory: is a Static Text item.

The current directory Static Text item: below the Directory: label lies an invisible

static text item. STAG alters this value to a string containing the current drive and

directory path.

The directory list box: The directory list box contains a list of all subdirecrories lying

below the current directory. It also displays the [..] item, which allows the user ro

change directories to the parent of the current directory. The [..] item is displayed

regardless of whether there are any subdirectories in the current directory. If the user

double clicks on any item in the directory fist box then: l) the fi.le list box is updated to

display the files that pass through the frlter in the new direct ory, 2) the current

directory static text item is changed to the new directory and 3) the directory list box is

updated to display the subdirectories in the new directory.
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I-a-l

Figure l-10. The available drive combo box

The available drive combo box: Figure l-10 shows the available drive combo box. The

available drive combo box is a simple combo list box which displays a list of all the

currently valid storage devices. It does not check to see whether the user has write

permission or not (e-g' is it a CD-ROM or an application server drive for example). If

the user clicks on any item in the list then: 1) the item in the drive box changes to the

new drive, 2) the current directory static text item is changed to the root directory of

the new drive, 3) the directory list box is changed to display all the subdirectories to

the root directory of the new drive and 4) the file list box displays all the frles that have

the same extension as the fr-le type filter.

Description: is a static text item.

The description edit text box: If there is description information on the currently

selected frle then it will be displayed in this box. Although the description rext is

editable it can only be permanently altered in the Save File dialog box which will be

describe in the data entry section. The Save File dialog box uses exactly the same

resource as the Open File dialog box.
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The OK button: the OK button is a default push button. If the user clicks on the OK

button when there is no file name selected in the fi.le name box, or if the file name is

not valid then srAG displays the following standard message box.

Figure 1-l l. Invalid file name error box

STAG proceeds to dismiss the Open File dialog box, and open a blank data entry

sheet.

The Cancel button: the Cancel button is a default push button. If the user clicks on the

Cancel button then STAG dismisses the Open File dialog box and opens a blank data

entry sheet.

The Help button: the Help button is a default push button. If the user clicks the help

button, WinHelp is launched and the STAG help fiIe is displayed at the secrion on File

Handling.
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Figure 1-12. The Set Conversion Line dialog box

The Set Conversion Line dialog box allows users to keep their calibration line, up to

date- The calibration line converts the match temperatures reported from GRIM into

refractive indices, and is re-calculated each time the.laboratory receives a new bottle of

silicone oil. Twelve standards are tested ten times each and a line is drawn through the

mean of each of the ten trials. This line explains the conversion from match

temperature in terms of a slope and an intercept.

The Slope: and fntercept: items are static text items. The respective edit text boxes

can contain an arbitrary number of letters and characters, but STAG only interprets

numbers, and only takes 12 characters from the slope edit box and 7 characters from

the intercept edit box. If both of the parameters are zero or not interpretable then

STAG displays the following message box

Figure l-13. The invalid slope error message box
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If the intercept is zero or invalid then STAG displays the corresponding effor message

box

Figure 1-14. The invalid intercept error message box

All three buttons on this dialog box are default push buttons. If the user clicks on the

OK button, and the values are valid then STAG dismisses the Set Conversion Line

dialog box and writes the new values into the Registry under Windows 95/NT and into

a profiIe string in the \MN.IM file under Windows 3.11. STAG updates its internal

values of slope and intercept ready for use in the next interpretation.

If the user clicks the Cancel button then the Set Conversion Line dialog box is

dismissed and no changes are made to the slope or intercept values, either externally or

internally.

If the user clicks the Help button then WinHelp is launched and the STAG help frle

is opened at the section on the conversion line.

1.2.4 The Data Entry Child Window
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Figure l-15. A blank data entry sheet

When the user selects New, pushes Cancel on the Open File dialog box, or pushes OK

with an invalid or non-existent file name on the Open File dialog box, then STAG

hides the MDI frame background logo window and creates a blank data entry child

window. Figure 1-15 shows a blank data entry child window. The data entry window

may be resized, maximised, minimised, activated and deactivated. Whenever the

content area of the data entry is visible, then the Iogo watermark must also be visible to

the extent that the current window size allows. The logo watermark is never scaled.

but always positioned approximately in the middle of rhe visible area of the data entry

sheet. This logo must never be altered in any way or removed (even in the unlikelv

event that the users complain).

The sheet consists of 100 rows by 100 columns. How many of the cells are visible is

defrned by the size of the window and the physical resolution of the monitor. Initiaily

the columns are labelled A through CW and the rows are labelled 1 to 100. This
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capability will almost never be used, as most cases have only two samples with less

than 10 fragments in each. However, if it does become necess:yy in the future to

change this, it is simply a matter of changing two constants in STAG's code and

recompiling.

Each column on the sheet represents a new sample, and each cell in each column

represents a fragment. The data entry sheet accepts match temperature values in

degrees Celsius only (until sorneone convinces me Fahrenheit is necessary), and takes

values from 0'00"C to 150.00"C. This range is defined by rhe likely march

temperatures of glass, and the precision (2 decimal places) is equal to that which

GRIM and GRIM II currently use. I chose to store the data as match temperature,

rather than R[' because no-one wants to enter a minimum of six decimal places for

each value.

L.2.4.1 The Data Entry Window Cursor

Whenever the mouse cursor is positioned over the data entry window, the cursor

must change from the standard alTow cursor to a "plus" cursor as shown in Figure l-
16.
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Figure 1-16. Bitmap of the Data Entry window ',plus', cursor

1.2.4.2 The Sample Information Dialog Box

STAG stores sample specific information on each sample. If the user clicks the

right mouse button over any column, then STAG brings up the Sample Information

dialog box.
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:iSample Hame:
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i!

C Control

l'lotes:

Figure 1-17. The Sample Information dialog box

The Sample Information dialog box allows the user to: l) change the sample name

and hence the column label, 2) classi$ the sample as a control sample (i.e. a crime

scene sample) or a recovered sample (i.e. a sample recovered from a suspect) and 3) to

store a short note (maximum 3Zl<B).

1.2.4.3 Data entry keyboard handting

The following keys are valid in the data entry window:

lE-----l

C Recovered
W
ffi
ffi

0-9

ENTER

BACKSPACE

TNSERT

DELETE

from either the numeric keypad or the keyboard

from either the numeric keypad or the keyboard

from either the numeric keypad or the keyboard
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rNs

DEIr

I

D

i
d

PAGE OP

P.AGE DOWN

HO}dE

HS.D

L.EE"T ARROIil

RTGIIT ARROIrI

UP AITROW

DOWN ARRO!{

xf the lrser hits anY other key then .STAG rcsponds with the standar,d

IiV{B-ICONEXCI.SIvIAIIION beog. Data in qntered into the active cell on the sheer.

The' actirre cell is htghlighted with a'black recrangle (s.houur in Figuro l.tg) on the

inside of the coll's bourding r€et4nglc.
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Figure l-18. The active cell is highlighted with a

black rectangle

The active cell can be changed by three methods: 1) clicking the mouse on another

cell, 2) using the navigation keys (explained further in the following secrion) and 3) by

entering a valid value into the active cell.

1.2.4.3.1 The Navigation Keys in the Data Entry Window

To discuss the behaviour of the navigation keys, eAGE

HOME, END , LEFT ARROW, RIGHT ARROW, UP

ARROW, it is necessary to explain some terminology.

visible rectangle

UP, PAGE DOWN,

ARROW, and nohnv

the rectangle thar defines which cells are visible

in terms of rows and colurnns. This rectangle is

adjusted according to the physical size (in pixels)

of the data entry window

the number of rows that are visible given the

current visible rectangle

sheet heieht
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The navigation keys must obey the following movement conventions

PAGE UP

sheet width

top ofthe sheet

bottom of the sheet

top left of the sheet

bottom right of the sheet

PAGE DOWN

HOME

END

the number of columns that are visible given the

current visible rectangle

row I

row 100

row I column A

row 100 column CW

Move the visible rectangle up by the sheer height. If this

places the top of the visible rectangle on a row number

that is less than l, the top visible rectangle is set to row l.

The active cell stays in the same column.

Move the visible rectangle down the sheet by the sheet

height. If this places the bottom of the visible rectangle

on a row number greater than 100, the bottom of the

visible rectangle is set to row 100. The active cell stavs in

the same column.

Moves the visible rectangle to the top left of the sheet.

The active cell is set to row I column A.

Moves the visible rectangle so that the bottom right

corner is set on the bottom right of the sheet. The abtive

cell is set to row 100 column CW.

Moves the active cell one column to the left. If the active

cell is on the left hand border of the visible rectangle, then

LEFT ARROW
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RIGHT ARROW

UP ARROW

DOWN ARROW

the visible rectangle is moved left by one column. If the

active cell is in column A, the left arrow key does

nothing.

Moves the active cell one column to the right. If the

active cell is on the right hand border of the visible

rectangle, the visible rectangle is moved right by one

column. If the aoive cell is. in column CW, the right

arrow key does nothing.

Moves the active cell one row up. If the active cell is at

the top of the visible rectangle, the visible recrangle is

moved up by one trow. If the active cell is in row l, the

up arrow key does nothing.

Moves the active cell one row down. If the active cell is

at the bottom of the visible rectangle, the visible rectangle

is moved down by one row. If the active cell is in row

100, the down ilrow key does nothing.

1.2.4.3.2 Entering data into STAG

Entry of data into the sheet can be done either with the numeric keypad (Num. Lock

on) or with the number keys. Entries are accepted by hitting the Returnlgnter key on

the main keyboard or the Enter key on the numeric key pad, or by clicking the mouse

in another cell- If the user hits either Enter key, the active cell is moved down one. If
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the entry was put iruo a cell in row 100, then the active cell stays on row 100 when

Enter is hir. srAG must accept any entries in the forowing form:

Entrv

0 .1-

0.L2

0.123

0.L26

l-

L50.01_

Converted to bv STAG

0.00

0.10

0.L2

0.L2

0 .13

1. 00

0.00

Table 1. Accepted forrnats for cell entries

Entry errors can be corrected either with the Backspace key whilst entering the

number or by clicking on the incorrect cell and re-entering the number.

r.2.4-3-3 The use of the Insert/Ins/Ii and Delete/DeuD/d kevs

The Insert/Ins/Vi and Delete/DeUD/d have special functions in STAG. Hitting any

one of Insert, Ins,I or i inserts ablank cell at the position of the active cell. If there is

an entry in the active cell, then that entry and those below it are shifted down one row.

If this movernent puts entries in cells with row numbers greater than 100, STAG will

not make the insertion. If all the cells in the column are blank these keys do nothing. If
the user hits any one of Delete, Del, D or d, then STAG deletes the active cell. If the

cell has an entryn then that entry is deleted and the entries below are shifted up one
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row. If the active cell is blank and there are entries below, then those entries are shifted

up one row. If all the cells in the column are blank STAG does nothing. Note: STAG

does not increase or decrease the number of cells in a column.

L.2.4.4 The meaning of empty cells between recoyered sample entries

Empty cells between sample entries have special meaning in STAG. A forensic

scientist may have reason to believe the recovered sample of fragments may have come

from more than once source. This belief can be incorporated into the analysis. If one or

more cells are left empty between entries in a column, then STAG interprets this as a

"manual group" ( See Figure l-19 below for an example.)

Figure l-19. Manual grouping information is represented by blank cells
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Figure 1-l9 shows a case with three control samples (C1, C2, .and C3) and three

rec,o'vered sarnples (Rl, R2, R3). There are no blank cells in recoverpd saople Rl and

hence Do rr..oanual gtoups. In recsvered sanryte R2 there is a blank cell between the 3d

and 4th entri€s' This indicates that the forensle sqientist believes that tlre lo three

fragInets eame from one source of glass, 4qd the 2d tluee fragnrents come from

auother seurce. Iu sample R3, there are two blanh cells indicating belief thar the ls trwo

ftagnnnts coms fron sne source, the next four,come frorn another, and the last

fragnnent colne8 from yet another source. Blhnk cells are ignored for control samples.
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1.2.4.5 The Data Entry Window Smollbar handling

The data entry window always has a horizontal and vertical scrollbar. The

scrollbars can only be controlled by the mouse. The scrollbars can change the position

of the visible rectangle but not the position of the active cell- STAG translates the

messages generated by the scrollbars into keyboard navigation command.

Horizontal scrollbar Vertical scroll bar

Action translation translation

Click left/down rrrt annOd DOI^TN ARROW

arrow

Click right/up RrcHT ARROW Up ARROW

arrow

Click content area Move visible rectangle left PAGE Up

above thumb
by sheet width or to column

A

Click content area Move visible rectangle right PAGE DOWN

below thumb by sheet width or to colurnn

CW

Drag thumb repeat LEFT ARRow repeat DowN ARRow

left/down

Drag thumb riqht/up repeat RrGHT ARRow repeat up ARRow
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1.2.4.6 The Data Entry Window file menu

The MDI frarne menu is altered whenever the Data Entry window is,active and not

rninirnised.

Figure 1-20. The Data Entry file menu
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1.2.4.6.1 The Data Entry Save File dialog box

'-td3

Figure 1-21. The Save File dialog box

When the user selects the Save... menu item from the Data Entry File menu, the

Save File dialog box comes up. The Save File dialog box works with almost exactly

the same piece of code used for the Open File dialog box. The user can select a file

name under which to save a case by: 1) single clicking on an existing file name in the

file name list box and then clicking on OK, 2) double clicking on an existing 6le name

in the file name list box or 3) typing a file name file name box and clicking on OK.

STAG automatically appends the extension td3 to any saved file if the user hasn't

typed it. Although the user can change the file type currently STAG only saves in its

proprietary td3 format. The user may enter a256 character description of the file. This

description is saved in a local file called descript.des. The next time the user selects
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the file in the Open File dialog,

box.

this description will be displayed in the Description

1.2.4.6.2 The Alter Sigma Popup Window

When the user selects the Sigma... menu item fiom the Data Entry File menu, the

Alter Sigma popup window is displayed.

Figure 1-22.The Alter Sigma popup window

The purpose of the Alter Sigma window is to allow the user to speciff a value of oo,

the estimate of the population standard deviation of the recovered glass. The density is

a logspline density estimate calculated from observed standard deviations in New

Zealand case work- The density has no place in calculation. It is provided as a guide to
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corrunon values for the user. The value the user chooses from the Alter Sigma

window is used in the grouping algorithm.

1.2.5 Plotting

When the user selects the Plot menu item from the Data Entry File menu, the Plot

popup window is displayed.

Figure 1-23. The Plot popup window

The Plot popup window displays a separate dotplot of the measurements for every

control and recovered sample. The samples are plotted in order of column. The x-axis

tick mark labels are specific to each sample, unless otherwise specified. The scale

initially is 1:l and is recorded in units of 10,000 x (RI - l) along the x-axis. The plot
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window can be dismissed by clicking on the go-away box. When rhe Plot window is

active, the menu bar changes to the Plot menu.

1,2.5.1 The Plot menu

Figure l-24. Thegot menu

The first six items of the $ot menu deal with the appearance of the plot window.

The default configuration is shown in Figure 1-24. The default configuration is that no

grouping information is displayed, the observations are plotted on a refractive index

scale with each sample having its own x-axis, and that the scale is l:1.

If the Show Manual Grouping Info menu item is unchecked and is selected by

the user then STAG checks the Show Manual Grouping Info menu item and turns

on the manual grouping information. Recall that grouping information is only recorded

for the recovered samples, and hence the grouping information is only displayed on

those plots corresponding to recovered samples. Different groups within a sample are

reflected by different colours on the plot.
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Figure l-25. Aplot showing manual grouping information

Figure 1-25 shows a dotplot for a recovered sample from a real case. The perpetrator

of the crime smashed twelve windows. The forensic scientist recovered 65 fragments

from the suspect and his car, and manually grouped the fragments on the basis of

where they were found. The different colours indicate that the fragments where found

in 10 distinct places. When there is more than one observation with the same or very

similar refractive index, STAG plots it above the previous observation to avoid data

being obscured on the plot and to give an idea for where the bulk of the data lies.

If the Show Manual Grouping Info menu item is checked and is selected by the

user then srAG unchecks rhe show Manual Grouping Info

If the Show Automatic Grouping Info menu item is unchecked and is selected by

the user then STAG checks the Show Automatic Grouping Info menu item and turns

on the automatic grouping information. Again the grouping information is only
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displayed on those plots corresponding to recovered samples and different groups

within a sample are reflected by different colours on the plot.

Figure I-26. Aplot showing automatic grouping information

Figure l-26 shows the groupings detected by the method of Triggs and Cupan [3].

With the default value of co = 4x l0-5, STAG detects 15 possible groups amongst the

data.

STAG has the ability to display both types of grouping methods at once. This

allows the user to check the concordance between their own expert grouping beliefs

and the purely statistical groupings.
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Figure I-27. Aplot showing manual and automatic grouping information simultaneously

Figure l-27 shows how STAG displays manual and automatic grouping information

simultaneously. Each data point is divided into half. The top half is coloured according

to the manual grouping information and the bottom half according to the automatic

grouping information.

If the Refractive Index Scale menu item is checked and is selected by the user then

STAG unchecks the Refractive Index Scale item and plots the data on a temperarure

scale. Because of the inverse relationship between temperature and refractive index,

the data points will be plotted in reverse order, i.e. the point with the highest refractive

index measurement has the smallest temperature.

If the Refractive Index Scale menu item is unchecked and is selected by the user

then STAG checks the Refractive Index Scale item and plots the data on a refractive

index scale.
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If the Equal Scale menu item is unchecked and is selected by the user then STAG

checks the Equal Scale item. STAG then plots the data according to a single x-axis

that covers the range of all the samples. This option is useful for observing the location

of the samples relative to each other. If the Equal Scale menu item is checked and is

selected by the user then STAG unchecks the Equal Scale item and reverts to

individual axes for each sample.

The Zoom In and 7.oom Out menu items provide a method of enlarging the plot

scale. Initially the plot is drawn on a l:l scale and the 7,oom Out item is disabled and

greyed' When the user selects the 7,oom In item the plot is redrawn on a 2:l scale, the

Zoom Out item is enabled and the title bar changes to "Plot - 200Vo-. The user can

enlarge the scale up to a maximum of 4:1, at which point the T,oomln item is disabled

and greyed, or reduce the scale to a minimum of 1:1, at which point the T,oom In item

is disabled and greyed, Each change in the scale causes the plot to be redrawn and the

title bar to change to "Plot - xvo" where x = 100 x y, if the scale is y: l.

The Show Splitting Tree menu item lets the user see how the grouping algorithm

arrived at the groupings that it displays on the plot window or uses in the testing phase

of the analysis. When the user selects the Show Splitting Tree menu item STAG

displays the following dialog box:

Figure 1-28. The Show Splitting Tree dialog box
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The dialog box in Figure 1-28 allows the user to select which recovered sample they

wish to view the splitting tree for. The dialog box contains a radio button for each

recovered sample, and only allows one radio button to be on at any one time. The OK

button brings up a Splitting Tree Window for the selected recovered sample.

Figure L-29. A splirting tree

Figure 1-29. shows the spttting tree for a particular recovered sample. Each level of

the tree represents an iteration of the grouping algorithm. In this example there are 3

levels in the tree, so the algorithm ran though three iterations. Each node on the tree

represents a grouping, and each terminal node (denoted by a box) represents a final

grouping. There are three pieces of information at each node. The hrst is the number

of fragments in the group' k, the second is the calculated test statistic for that group,

d, and the third is rhe 95vo citical value for a sample of size t<, I (o.os;k) lsee
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Chapter 4). If l$ > I (am;&), then the algorithm splits the group into rws subgroups.

If ,d, < a.(O.OSit) then the groqp becomes a firnalgrouping:

B.g. In Figure ,1-29 the algorithm starts with 6 fragrnents in one group. It ealculatcs

a test statistic of { = 103119.60 wldch ib mustr grearer rtrcn ,ii(OOS;k)= 1694, so

the sarnplo is split irato two sub.groups of ,siz6 4 and 2 reqpectively. The calculated test

statbtie for the $oup sf size 4 is bigger :than the critioal value so ir splits ag,ain into a

grotlP of size I and a group of size 3. The calculated test statistie for the group of size

2 is,Iess than the. critical value so it becosres, a final grouping. A g-roup of size L

automatically becon'ps a frnal group and the e-alcrrlatd test statistic for the group, of

siae 3 is less than the critical value so it too becomes a final g,rouping- Thus when the

algorithn f,lnishes, thero are three teruohal nodes whieh eorresponding to the three

autonatieallg detecred groups.

The sptritting tree window cao be dismissed by clicking in the go-away b.ox.
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1.2.6 Testing

When the user selects the Test... menu item from the Data Entry File menu, and

there is at least one control sample and one recovered sample, then STAG displays the

Test dialog box.

Figure l-30. The Test dialog box

The Test dialog box displays a matrix of boxes, where each box represents a

pairwise comparison between two samples. Each row represents a control sample and

each column represents a recovered sample. When the user clicks on the box in the ith

row and theTth column, and the box is unchecked, then STAG will add the comparison

between the lth control sample and the 7th recovered sample to its list of comparisons

to perform- STAG checks the box. If the box is already checked STAG removes the

check and removes the comparison from the list. If the user clicks on either the Use

manual groupings or Use automatic groupings check box, then STAG will check

lJ Use manual groupings

lI Use automatic groupings

iffii$ffiig:$ffiffi
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the box and use the grouping information in the analysis. When the Test button is

clicked the Output window will be opened.

1.2.6.1 Testing output

Before any explanation of the contents of the Output window are given, it should be

noted that the Output window can never be dismissed. If the user clicks on the so-

away box, then STAG minimises the Output window rather than destroying it.

BI=1-54385 + -0-08097S1S x TEt'tpEReTURE
Sigma B=4 - 0BE- 005

Figure l-31. Peer checking output

The frst part of the screen displays the calibration line used in converting the

sample information from temperature values to refractive index (RI) values. All the

results are presented in terms of refractive indices. The next line displays the estimated

standard deviation of this type of glass that is used in the grouping algorithm. The

control samples and the recovered samples used are then printed out with their

temperature and RI values to facilitate the peer checking required in the presentation

ofexpert evidence to the courts.

Ii
!lcoNTRoL SRI'TPLES
ti ===============II

ii r z1.oo 1-s1zssgt
31 2 71-16 1.517s101
ll s 7o-81 1.s.lt6ss7
J{

!i 4 71.11 1.s17s286
il s 71-11 1-s175286
ll o 11.24 1.slz4s8s
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SUHl.IfiEY STRTISTICS

}IEAH STD. DEU -

6 1.5175379
6 1 -5272586
6 1 -5178217
6 1.5174830
6 1-5225698
6 1.5289081

5 .40E- 005
3 -69E-005
1 -63E-085
6-21E-005
5 .38E- 003
4-90E-003

Figure 1-32. Summary statistics output

The second part of the output displays the summary statistics for the individual

samples. Currently, no summary information is presented for the sub-groups.

df U-DEXS u0 Pr(le0l>u)

.;c1-R1
;:c2-R2
ti cz-R2nl
:tgz-32n2
i:c2-n2nl
iic2-R2a2
tt c3-R3
itc3-Rsr'r'l

-:c3-n3ll2
:: C3-f,3t1
ii C3-n3[2
!, cS-nsng

10 3153 1.63 0.1339 9-81 3153 1-63 0--r3rl 59 5910 19 2-23 0.t50.t 5.oo 22 2-23 B-0?6t 1 l7 0 305.36 0.0600 z.?s 0 z53.sl 0-!000 t 07 8rE2 -0.r5 !.6639 2-3r 6080 _0.3r 0.?626 1039 7s27 0 305,36 t.!800 2.75 E 253.51 0.0000 0 07 8102 -0.t5 !.6639 2.3t 6080 _0.3c 6.7626 1!39 75210 60 -1.5t t.153? 5.00 59 _1-9r 0.1833 1 ,6 0 -508.56 0_!080 1.to 0 _310.01 s.gotz 0 08 2089 1 -76 0..t163 3_1S 2522 1.tl 0.2511 33 r0H/n - et reast tm control fregnents ind et least tuo recou?red fragmnts needed to test7 8323 1.30 t.23\n 2-27 t7g2 0.95 0.t30:t 122 1146 0 -508.56 S-0000 1.10 ! -310.01 0.0012 ! s

Figure 1-33. Test results output

The third part of the output displays all the pairwise comparisons that were requested.

The format is as follows:
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r Comparison - lists the control sample name followed by a hyphen and then the

recovered sample name. If the comparison is indented, then this means that

grouping information is being used. The ith manual group is denoted by adding

Mi to the recovered sample name. The lth automatically detected group is

denoted by adding Al to the recovered sample name.

o The degrees of freedom for Student's pooled t-test, df7.

o The (unscaled) height of the r-distribution at the calculated Student pooled r-

statistic, on the pooled r-test degrees of freedom, f Qo;dfr)-

. Student's pooled t-statistic, to.

o The P-value from the Student,s pooled r-test, pr(ro t 4
o The degrees of freedom for Welch,s t-test, dfy.

o The (unscaled) height of Student's r-distribution at the calculated Welch,s r-

statistic, on the Welch degrees of freedorg f (rr;dfr)

r Welch's /-statistic, ve.

o The P-value from the Welch's t-test, fr(uo > r)

o The continuous likelihood ratio using Welch's t. tT4l

o The continuous likelihood ratio using Student's t t}4l

1.2.6.1.1 The Outpur Window lile Menu

when the output window is active, srAG changes the Eile menu.
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Figure 1-34. The Output window file menu

STAG does not clear the Output window in between cases. This enables users ro

print multiple case files on one report. The Clear Output menu item forces STAG to

erase all of the current contents of the output buffer.

1.2.6.1.1.1 Printing ourpur

The Print menu item allows the user to print their case analysis report. The print

monu item brings up the Windows Common print Dialog
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Figure l-35. The Windows Common print Dialog

The logic of the Print dialog box is taken care of by the Windows Common Dialog

Library. When the user hits OK, STAG starts sending the contents of the output buffer

to the print spooler. STAG's internal printing facilities have an ABORTPROC

attached to them to enable the user to cancel printing while it is in progress. While

STAG is spooling it displays the Abortproc dialog box.

Sending
output

to print spooler.

Figure l-36. The Abortproc dialog box
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If the user clicks on the Cancel button of the AbortProc dialog box, rhen STAG will

stop sending output to the printer queue.

1.2.6.1.1.2 Saving output to file

Through the Save as Text... menu item, STAG has the facility to write the

contents of an output file to disk. If the user selects this option, STAG brings up the

Common File Save As dialog box.

Figure 1-37. The Common File Save As dialog

Again the Common Dialog Library takes care of the logic. When the user rypes a

file name and clicks on the OK button, the contents of the output buffer are written to

file. Currently, these files are not readable by the Windows Notepad application. They

are however, easily read into Microsoft Word. This facility is envisioned as being

useful for including an analysis into a case report.

Text Files ['.txtJ
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1.2.6.I.1.3 Viewing the density estimates

STAG has the facility to display the density estimates used in the calculation of the

denominator of the continuous likelihood ratios 1241. If the user selects the View RI

density estimate menu item from the Output window [ile menu, then STAG displays

the following plot:

Figure l-38. A density estimate of the refractive index data from NZ case work

Figure 1-38. shows a logspline density estimate 166,67J for the refractive index data

obtained from New Z'eaJand case work data. The denominator for the continuous

likelihood ratio is estimated by the height of this density estimate at rhe recovered

mean. This value can be thought of as a measure of the relative rarity of glass with that

particular R[-
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When the Density estimate window is active, the file menu is replaced with the

Density estimate window lnformation menu.

Figure 1-39. The Density esrimate window lnformation menu

The items in the lnformation menu offer the user the abiJity to display a variety of

things. Each of the menu items are either checked or not checked (the default is not

checked). If the Show Recovered Sample Means item is checked, STAG will display

the means of the recovered samples on the density estimate plot as green labelled bars.

Figure l-40. Displaying recovered sample means on the RI density plot
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If the Show Manual Grouping Information

means of the manually detected groups in

estimate plot as blue labelled bars.

item is checked, STAG will display the

the recovered samples on the density

Figure l-41, Displaying the sample means of the manually detected groups in the
recovered samples on the R[ density plot

If the Show Automatic Grouping Information item is checked, STAG will display

the means of the automatically detected groups in the recovered samples on the density

estimate plot as yellow labeiled bars.
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Figure t-42. Displaying the sample means of the automatically detected groups in the
recovered samples on the RI density plot

Any of these three options may be on at once. The Density estimate window is

dismissed by either clicking on the go-away button or the OK button in the top right

hand corner.

1.3 Data Structures in STAG

There are two major data structures used in STAG, both relating to the data entry

spreadsheet. Although the Windows interface programming accounts for a majority of

the code, the core of the prograrnme relies on these two structures. The mechanics

and layout of these structures will be explained in this section. In addition to these two

structures, the data structures used for grouping and output will be explained.
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1.3.1 The spreadsheet data structure in STAG

The physical spreadsheet is represented by two separated entities in STAG. The

first of these is the sarnplelist.

1.3.1.1 The sanplelisr data structure

The samplelist. data structure is responsible for keeping track of information

about the columns of the sheet. Recall that individual columns represent separate

samples, so naturally the samplelist data structure keeps track of sample

information. As its name suggests, the samplelist data structure is a list. In fact

the samplelist data structure is a singly linked list of sample record data

structures, samplerec. The samplerec has the folowing format

tlpedef struct samplerect

char *name;

int col;

sampletl4pe t;

colstate state,.

char *notes;

struct samplerec* next;

) samplerec;

Figure 1-1. The samplerec data structure

Description of Members
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col

a string for holding up to l0 characters for naming the sample. The name

appears in the column label. Initially this is set to a letter or combination of

letters from A through to cw corresponding to the column number, e.g.

column I has label A, column 26 has labelz, column 100 has label cw.

azero based column number, i.e. the first column number is 0, the last is 99.

This variable is used to synchronise the sample list with the spreadsheet data

structure

the type of the sample. This variable is an enumerated type and can take on

the values of either coNTRoL or RECOvERED. STAG uses this value in

error checking, testing and plotting procedures. It is also used in file

handling.

the state of the column. This variable is also an enumerated type and can

take on the value of either CLEAN or DrRTy. This value is used as a quick

check to see whether data has been entered into the column or not.

a buffer for a small note about the sample. This variable provides up to

32KB maximum storage for notes made about the sample.

a pointer to the next value in the list

state

notes

nexl

The samplelist data structure is a pointer to the frst samplerec in the list.

tlpedef struct samplerec* samplelist;

The list itself is a head based singly linked list of 100 sampterec variables. The list

is terminated with a pointer to a NULL record in the last samplerec.
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samplelist

samplerec. next

1erec. next

sampl-erec. nex

Figure 1-2. The samplelist data structure

1.3.1.2 The spreadsheet data structure - List

Because STAG grew out of a rather unimaginative programme called SSIIEET

(short for spreadsheet), its code is encumbered by some rather unimaginative names.

one would think that the data structure that represented the spreadsheet data might be

called something useful like spreadsheet, however in STAG it is called list. The

1i s t data structure represents the physical "ragged array" structure of the sheet itself.

This ragged array data structure is used for memory conservation reasons mainly.

Although it would be possible to allocate space for the whole sheet at once, it peans

cafiing over 300K8 at any one time. Given also that STAG can be compiled with any

number of rows and columns, allocating mostly unused memory doesn't make sense.

The spreadsheet itself is an array of linked lists. It must be this way in order to

account for the table structure of the spreadsheet. The anay is an ruray of columns. A
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traditional implementation of matrix data would have a array of rows as its leader, the

convention being that rows are usually referred to first when talking about matrices.

However, in STAG columns have special meaning, denoting individual samples taken

from the crime scene and the suspect. Thus it makes more sense to be able to refer to a

sample (column) first and then a fragment (row).

The list data structure points to a listrec data structure. Each lisgrec

represents a cell. The listrec data structure has the following format

tlpedef struct listrec{

cellrec ce1l;

struct listrec* nexL;

) listrec;

Figure l-3. The listrec data structure

Descriotion of Members

cell a structure containing the cell information. The cellrec data structure is

explained more fully shortly.

next a pointer to the next listrec data structure.

As previously noted each element of the list represents a column, and each column

consists of a list of cells. In fact the jth element of ttre list data structure contains a

pointer to the 0h cell of theTth sample. Each cell record is stored in a cellrec data

structure. The format of the cellrec data structure is as follows:
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tlpedef struct cellrec{

int row;

int co1;

double value;

int mgroup

int agroup;

) cellrec;

Figure 1-4. The cellrec data structure

Description of Members

row an index denoting the row that the fragment is in. The Oth row cellrec

contains information about the whole sample. row 's used mainly for

drawing and grouping.

col a zero based index denoting the sample that the fragment is in. col is used

mainly for drawing and grouping.

value a temperature rneasurement from GRIM for the specific fragment. value

can take on values from 0.00"C to 150.00"C.

mgroup In the 0s row mgroup records the nrmber of manual groupings that exist

within the sample. In any other row mgroup denotes which manual group

the fragment belongs to.

agroup In the 0'h row agroup records the number of automatically detected groups

that exist within the sample. In any other row agroup denotes which

automatically detected group the fragment belongs to.

Each listrec is terminated with a null pointer.
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list [0 ]

IisLrec. celI

1 is trec . next

listrec. ceI1

listrec.next

list []-l

listrec . cell

lisErec . next

]istrec. cel1

l-istrec . next

1ist. [9e J

Listrec. cell

list,rec.next

Iistrec. ce11

listrec.next

Iist.rec . cell-

listrec . next
?

NULIJ

l-5. The spreadsheet data structure

1.3.2 The tree structure for grouping

The grouping algorithm of Triggs and Curran [3] plays an integral pafi in nearly all

parts of STAG. As seen in previous chapters and sections, the grouping algorithm

operates on a tree structure. The internal representation of this tree structure is a

logical equivalent to its physical manifestation. Technically a tree should be a collection

of nodes. STAG takes a pointer to a tree data structure and constructs a tree from

there. The tree data structure actually records the information for one node or leaf

with pointers to its parent and children.
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tlpedef struct tree{

int. n;

int pos;

double lambda_0;

double lambda_crit;

BOOL isRoot,'

BOOL visited;

BOOL v1, vr;

struct tree *parent, *lchild, *rchild;

) tree;

Figure 1-6. The tree data structure

DescriBtion of Members

the number of members in the particular group.

pos a zero based index that gives the position of the first element in the

group with respect to the total sample. E.g. if there are two groups of

size 4 and 2 in a sample, then pas is 0 for the 1$ group and 4 for the 2d

group.

Iambda-0 the calculated value of the test statistic , )n, for this group.

lambda_crit the 95Vo critical value for a $oup of size n,. to(O.OS;n)

isRoot a Boolean variable set to TRUE if the node is the root of the tree, i.e.

the parent node, or FALSE otherwise.

visited a Boolean variable set to FALSE initially, and then TRUE when the

node is visited the first time. srAG traverses the tree twice usually,

once to do the grouping and once to retrieve the grouping information.
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NULL

Itree.parent
I

tree. lchild ltree
E]
. rch 1d

ree.pa:Eree.parent. lent'

q Lree. lchild tree. rchi ld ? g ltree.IchiLd tree. rchild
?

;l
NUtL

E,ree.parent

o tree. lchild bree.rchild I a

Figure 1-7. A possible grouping tree in STAG

On the second traversal, STAG operates on visited equal to TRUE

rather than false.

vl a Boolean variable set to FALSE initially, and then TRUE when the left

child node is visited the first time.

vr a Boolean variable set to FAIJSE initially, and then TRUE when the

right child node is visited the first time.

parent a pointer to the parent node of the current node. For the root node,

parent is NULL.

lchild a pointer to the left child of the currenr node. If there is no left child

lchild is NULL.

rchild a pointer to the right child of the current node. If there is no right child

rchild is NULL.
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1.3.3 The outputlj.st data structure for output buffering

An important part of STAG is its abitity to display the output in the Output

window, send the output to a printer, or save it to a text file. AII three of these

facilities refer to and use a common data structure called the outputlist. The

outputtr-ist data structure is simply a singly linked list of character strings. An

outputlist consists of a pointer to an outputlistline data structure.

tlpedef struct outputlistline{

char *Iine;

struct outputlistline *next;

) outputlistline;

Figure l-8. The outputlistline data structure

Description of Members

line a string of maximum 200 characters that contains a single line of output.
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tputlist.next

output.list,. next

tputlist,.next

Figure l-9. The outputlist data structure



next

STAG attaches cilrriage returns when saving to a file.

a pointer to the next outputlistline srructure.

1.4 STAG file dependencies and file formats

STAG has one file which it is dependent on and uses three different file formats for

file VO, although two of these are maintained for compatibility. This section will

describe these files and their respective formats.

1.4.1 The STAG file description database format

Recall from section I.2.4.6.1 that STAG has the ability to record a256 characrer

frle description. This description will be displayed each time the file name is selected in

the Open File dialog box. The description database is specific to a particular directory,

i.e. descriptions in the current database only exist for a the .td3 files in the currenr

directory. It is not compulsory to enter a description, so STAG maintains a list of file

narnes and file descriptions. When the Open File dialog box is constructed the

description database is opened and a linked list of the file descriptions is created. The

file description database is always stored in a file called DESCRIPT.DES. Each line of

DESCRIPT.DES represents a file description for a different file and has the following

format
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descripti line is terminated with a single

a maximum of 256 characters

Figure l-10. Format of an entry in the file description database

The last entry in the frle description database should be the characters EoF. Note that

this is not the same as the standard EoF marker, the characters must be explicitly

written.

1.4.2 The STAG .TD3 file format

As noted in previous sections STAG has its own file format. Files stored in this

format carry the .td3 file extension. This extension is attributable to the fact that

STAG is version 3 of the TDENS family. It is expected that STAG will always

maintain compatibility at rhe very least with this file format.

The first line of a td3 file must contain the characters TD3 O followed by a linefeed.

STAG uses this marker to ensure that it is reading a properly formatted td3 file. If a

td3 file does not contain these characters, then STAG will display a message box with

the message'This is not a valid fiIe".

The last line of a t.d3 file must contain the characters END. STAG uses this

marker to detect the end of the file.
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The sample data is stored after the TD3 O marker. Each sample record has the

following format:

rnaximum of 10 characters

ther 0 or 1 corresponding to the
umerated type coNTRoL or

RECO\rERED

Not.escCR> A note about the sample. Maximum
32K8. lf there are no notes STAG
records None

Figure 1-1 l. Layout of a sample record in a td3 file

Each line in the sample record has the same format

Figure l-I2. A sarnple record line

At the end of each sample record STAG writes the end of sample marker

END_SA!{PLE.

sample name<CR>

sample tlpe<CR>

VALUE<CR>

real number recordi

a decimal point
ddtndshcc$

1 based inde

, There are
imum of

1 based index
representing

maximum of

1.4.3 The TDENS2.0 dat file format
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To maintain compatibility with versions of TDENS, STAG has the ability to read

TDENS2.O or later files. These files carry the extension .dat.

The first line of a dat file must contain the characters TDAT followed by a linefeed.

STAG uses this marker to ensure that it is reading a properly formatted dat frle. If a

dat frle does not contain these characters, then STAG assumes it is reading a csv

file.

The 2nd line of a dat file has two integers separated by a space. These integers

record the number of control samples in the case and the number of recovered samples

in the case respectively.

The 3d line tells STAG how many fragments are in each control sample and has the

format

rr1 rl2 r\ -.. ng

where the ni is the number of fragments in the ith control sample and c is the

number of control samples.

The 4th line tells STAG how many fragments are in each recovered sample and has

the forrrat

fl1 tL2 ft3 ... ft7

where the n; is the number of fragments in the ith recovered sample and r is the

number of recovered samples.

The observations are then listed on separate lines. First the n, =2n, control
j=l

fragment measurements are listed followed by the n, =ir,recovered fragments.
i=l
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1.4.4 STAG and reading csv files

Large amounts of casework data exists in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, and indeed

Excel provides a convenient way to organise data. For that reason STAG has limited

ability to read cotnma separated value (CSV) formatted files.

This facility is extremely crude and assumes that the data is in block format (i.e.

equal numbers of observations per column) and that any blanks are padded by zeros.

The samples are assumed to be in left to right order in the same fashion thar STAG

displays them. The measurements a.re separated by corlmas and STAG reads the data

columnwise.
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